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Summary

As China’s national interests grow globally and the Chinese government seeks to enforce its territorial claims in Asia, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) is increasingly called upon to secure and protect these interests. Overwhelmingly, these interests either reside in or rely on the maritime domain. The PLA Air Force (PLAAF) since its inception has focused its efforts on territorial defense with only limited concern for issues beyond China’s mainland. Beginning in 2014, Chinese President and Commander-in-Chief Xi Jinping has led calls for the PLAAF to support PLA efforts to defend China’s maritime interests and strengthen its over-water capabilities toward this goal. These efforts are part of a broader effort to prepare for military struggle, particularly in the maritime domain, in part by shaping the security environment to win without fighting. The PLAAF’s current modernization initiatives supporting this move include developing long-distance maritime power projection, improving strategic conventional deterrence, and building maritime strike capabilities.

The PLAAF initiated an experimentation and training program in 2014 to meet the new challenges it faces in the maritime domain. This early effort is focused predominately on maritime strike. It includes concept development aided by a combination of increased realism and competitive training for maritime strike missions against regional targets. These new requirements and the PLAAF’s responses to the challenges they present provide a lens into the strategic orientation of its future modernization efforts.

Recent PLAAF over-water exercises attempted to tackle these new and challenging problems as demonstrated by four groundbreaking flights into the Pacific Ocean through the First Island Chain in 2015 and flights into the South China Sea and around Taiwan in 2016. By the authors’ count, since March 2015, the PLAAF has conducted eight flights past the First Island Chain, including three patrols of the East China Sea Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ), two flights around Taiwan, and five flights into the South China Sea. In March 2015, the PLAAF entered the Western Pacific for the first time when H-6K long-range strategic bombers overflew the Bashi Channel, between Taiwan and the Philippines. The Air Force touted this flight as marking an important “breakthrough” of the First Island Chain for projecting power farther into the Pacific. In May 2015, another H-6K unit for the first time overflew the Miyako Strait, near Okinawa, Japan, establishing a second route into the Pacific. In July 2016, the PLAAF began “air combat patrols” in the South China Sea, prominently featuring H-6Ks. Finally, H-6Ks and other support aircraft circumnavigated Taiwan in November and December 2016.

These flights have both operational value for training pilots and political value for strategic messaging. While these flights have been described as normal operations for littoral states and part of the natural development of the Chinese military in official PLAAF announcements, authoritative military commentary suggests that the utility of these flights extends beyond simply
training for maritime missions, as they are sometimes also intended to convey strategic signals to relevant countries during times of political tension with China. There is also evidence that this training is laying the groundwork for strikes against regional targets, notably Guam.

The PLAAF has also stepped up joint training with the PLA Navy (PLAN) Air Force since 2015, as its ability to coordinate with the PLAN is one of the central challenges in the PLAAF’s new emphasis on maritime operations. This cooperation is most evident in the “Sharp Sword-2015” and “Joint Sea-2015” (with Russia) exercises. Sharp Sword—based on its earlier use as a capstone experimentation and demonstration exercise—presages a likely burst of PLAAF-PLAN joint operations work in the coming years as they share responsibility for safeguarding Chinese interests away from the mainland.

These operations mark a training progression toward increasingly frequent and complex flights and suggest that the PLAAF is transitioning from the experimental phase to regularizing these long-range power-projection activities as PLAAF capabilities mature. Reflecting this, the PLAAF announced in July 2016 that it had “regularized” flights into the South China Sea, and in September 2016 it similarly said that it had “regularized” flights past the First Island Chain. With China’s economic and security interests continuing to expand beyond China’s immediate periphery, Chinese leaders will likely expect the PLAAF to provide more strategic capacity—enforcing territorial claims, supporting strategic conventional deterrence, and, in the case of war, performing maritime strikes in the region. Although the PLAAF’s conceptual development in the maritime arena is in its early stages, PLAAF long-range flight activity in the Pacific will become increasingly common. In addition, as Chinese leaders become more confident in PLAAF capabilities, the service’s support to other strategically important initiatives will increase accordingly.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADIZ</td>
<td>Air Defense Identification Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCM</td>
<td>anti-ship cruise missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Central Military Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EW</td>
<td>electronic warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSD</td>
<td>General Staff Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>km</td>
<td>kilometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LACM</td>
<td>land-attack cruise missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MND</td>
<td>Ministry of National Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOD</td>
<td>Ministry of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>Military Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Permanent Court of Arbitration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLA</td>
<td>People’s Liberation Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAAF</td>
<td>People’s Liberation Army Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAN</td>
<td>People’s Liberation Army Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>People’s Republic of China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>Theater Command</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

As China’s national interests grow globally and the Chinese government seeks to enforce its territorial claims in Asia, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) is increasingly called upon to secure and protect these interests. Overwhelmingly, these interests either reside in or rely on the maritime domain. The PLA Air Force (PLAAF) since its inception has focused its efforts on territorial defense with only limited concern for issues beyond China’s mainland. Beginning in 2014, Chinese President and Commander-in-Chief Xi Jinping has led calls for the PLAAF to support PLA efforts to defend China’s maritime interests and strengthen its over-water capabilities toward this goal. These efforts are part of a broader effort to prepare for military struggle, particularly in the maritime domain, in part by shaping the security environment to win without fighting. The PLAAF’s current modernization initiatives supporting this move include developing long-distance maritime power projection, improving strategic conventional deterrence, and building maritime strike capabilities.

Given the growing importance of the PLAAF’s power-projection capabilities, this report provides a comprehensive review of recent known PLAAF training for long-range over-water missions. This research analyzes the operational details and strategic messaging of these flights and places them in the larger context of the PLAAF’s strategic transformation toward a maritime focus. This report contributes to the unclassified literature by providing insight into PLAAF training programs and potential long-term strategic goals, including strike targets in the region. Our analysis covers only the PLAAF and not the PLA Navy (PLAN) Air Force, even though its H-6 planes—only the PLAAF has the H-6K—have flown somewhat similar routes through the First Island Chain in recent years. The information cutoff for this report is December 31, 2016.

The remainder of this report has five chapters. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the PLAAF’s expanding strategic roles and leadership guidance for a maritime focus. Chapter 3 traces the development of the PLAAF training program for over-water missions, including specific training initiatives to develop specific operational skills. Chapter 4 details recent PLAAF activities to train and operationalize those identified skills, including the strategic messaging from official PLAAF statements and authoritative military commentary. Chapter 5 details PLAAF efforts to deepen interoperability with the PLAN Air Force through joint exercises, and Chapter 6 presents our conclusions.

Our analysis is based on open-source information, and we acknowledge the inherent limitations of this research methodology—we know only what is reported by governments and the media and cannot assess the rigor or realism of PLAAF training, nor could we at times clarify whether each reported flight was unique. While we began our research with PLA and state-run media Chinese-language material, mostly Kongjun Bao (officially translated into English as Air Force News but better known by its Chinese name), we sought to verify as much reporting as
possible. This has been done mostly through corroboration with other foreign government reporting, specifically Japanese Ministry of Defense (MOD) reports and Taiwan Ministry of National Defense (MND) statements. The Japanese MOD reports were the most detailed, as they identified flight paths and provided photographs of each airplane involved, although their coverage was generally limited to the Miyako Strait, meaning that they may not be entirely accurate for longer flights that transit Japanese airspace and continue elsewhere. Furthermore, their reports do not differentiate between PLAAF and PLAN Air Force H-6s, potentially creating some confusion. However, there is no comparable third-party monitoring of the Bashi Channel, as the Philippine and Taiwan governments do not appear to report regularly on Chinese flights through the Channel.

This report focuses mainly on the activities of the PLAAF’s newest strategic bomber, the H-6K. Chinese media describe the H-6K as “China’s homegrown medium and long range bomber” and note that “it is mainly used for long range precision strikes and tactical bombing missions,” with the expectation that it will “play a significant role in safeguarding China both at sea and in the air.” The H-6 platform is based on a Soviet bomber design from the 1950s, and the H-6K variant entered service in 2011 and uses new Russian engines and advanced technology to bring the airframe into the modern era. There were reportedly between 13 and 36 H-6Ks deployed in 2016. According to IHS Jane’s 360, the H-6K is subsonic and has an operational range of roughly 3,000 kilometers (km). It can carry six missiles, including the

---

1 Although PLAAF aircraft have flown near features in the South China Sea claimed by the Philippines, the Philippines government has not released much information on PLAAF activities in the region. The Taiwan government did not release any detailed information on PLAAF flights near Taiwan in 2015 and only belatedly acknowledged the first PLAAF flight around Taiwan in November 2016. See Frances Mangosing, “PH Can’t Confirm Chinese Bomber Flight over Scarborough,” Inquirer, July 19, 2016; and Lucas Tomlinson and Jennifer Griffin, “China Flew Nuclear-Capable Bombers Around Taiwan Before Trump Call with Taiwanese President,” Fox News, December 5, 2016.


Chinese media often describe a range of 8,000 km and 10 hours of flying time, which is similar to Western estimates, assuming Chinese estimates are for ferry range. See Yao Jianing, July 19, 2016.

2
CJ-20 land-attack cruise missile (LACM) with a range of 1,500 km, giving it a 4,500-km strike range. Although the H-6K is often referred to as nuclear-capable, “China’s H-6 bomber is not nuclear-capable” at this time, according to Jeffrey Lewis.\(^5\) The Department of Defense (DoD) 2016 report on the Chinese military adds, “China might eventually develop a nuclear bomber capability.”\(^6\) This is despite one older H-6 variant being used to conduct several nuclear tests in the early years of China’s nuclear program and a 2013 U.S. Air Force report that described the CJ-20 as nuclear-capable.\(^7\)

---


2. The PLAAF’s Expanding Strategic Roles

China’s rise brings with it numerous strategic imperatives and concerns. These include expanded economic engagement in diverse regions, growing political influence and responsibilities, and new challenges to its territorial claims. China’s leaders are calling on the military to secure and protect these interests. PLA modernization efforts thus are driven by a renewed sense of urgency and senior-level interest. In a November 2015 speech, PLAAF Commander Ma Xiaotian argued that “because our national development, maritime rights protection, foreign economic activities, and non-war military actions are increasing by the day, it will be necessary for us to further increase our awareness of the urgency of making preparations for maritime military conflict properly.”

These imperatives also are driving the PLA’s services to develop capabilities directed toward new missions in unpredictable and uncertain environments. Future conflicts require flexible and rapidly deployable capabilities ready to address contingencies in multiple domains. The People’s Republic of China’s (PRC’s) expanding global engagement eventually will force all PLA services to adapt the way they plan, deploy, and fight. To differing extents, all PLA services currently are dealing with these new requirements. Senior-level directives have dictated the methods under development and on display in exercises and other training venues. Furthermore, the PLA’s recent reorganization is aimed at ensuring a more nimble, operationally oriented force by stripping away the PLA’s legacy structures oriented toward territorial defense of China’s mainland. Chinese leaders intend for these organizational and operational reforms to enable the PLA to “effectively control major crises, properly handle possible chain reactions, and firmly safeguard the country’s territorial sovereignty, integrity and security.”

---

8 Yang Qingchun [杨庆春], “While Inspecting a Certain Guangzhou Military Region Air Force Unit, Ma Xiaotian, Member of the Central Military Commission and Commander of the Air Force, Emphasized That Joint Maritime Search and Rescue Will Require Integration of Military and Local Organizations and High Command Efficiency” [中央军委委员, 空军司令员马晓天在广空部队检查调研时强调:海上联合搜救要军地-体多元融合指挥高效”), Kongjun Bao, November 10, 2015.

9 Information Office of the State Council, China’s Military Strategy, reprinted by Xinhua [新华], May 26, 2015, p. 11. In addition, there have been numerous exercises dating back to at least 2005 that have addressed these new missions and the environmental conditions in which they are undertaken. Key exercise series include Sharp Sword, Mission Action, Strike, and Firepower—all of which have been performed over multiple years, with a capstone demonstration performed at the end of its designated Five Year Plan. See Mark R. Cozad, “PLA Joint Training and Implications for Future Expeditionary Capabilities: Testimony Presented Before the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, January 21, 2016,” Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, CT-451, 2016.

10 Information Office of the State Council, 2015.
Beyond a Legacy Framework

The PLAAF since its inception has focused its efforts on territorial defense with only limited concern for issues beyond China’s mainland. Over the past two decades, there has been a growing recognition among China’s military and civilian leaders that the PLAAF’s capabilities need to be strategically oriented—a major departure from its historically territorial defense-minded approach. China’s most recent military strategy, contained in its 2015 Defense White Paper, highlighted the degree to which the PLAAF is looking beyond its traditional orientation. Over the past 15 years, the PLAAF has spent considerable time developing its “strategic air force” concept. The ideas that emerged from this process have been a major influence on recent PLAAF thinking, shaping its views on primary missions and operational concepts. According to the National Air and Space Intelligence Center, “analysis of PLAAF writings [since 2002] indicate that the PLAAF’s air tactics training have ranged from simple formation flying to nighttime, long-range, and minimum-altitude attacks over water against maritime and ground targets.”

Beginning in 2004, the Central Military Commission (CMC) put forth the strategic requirement for the PLAAF to perform air-space integration along with both attack and defense capability. In the same directives, the CMC expanded the PLAAF’s strategic missions by giving it the additional missions of supporting PLA Army and PLAN operations. An authoritative 2009 PLAAF publication, based on the makeup of its editorial committee and its wide usage in military circles, contained added detail on what a strategic air force should be capable of performing: “the development of national interests overseas calls for the Air Force to gradually possess certain capabilities to perform overseas operations.” This included long-range reconnaissance and surveillance, supporting joint maritime blockade, conducting long-range air transport and mobility, and carrying out long-range precision strikes outside China’s borders. China’s most recent military strategy provides further details in the context of PLAAF operational requirements to meet the needs of informatized warfare by emphasizing capabilities

---

13 National Air and Space Intelligence Center, People’s Liberation Army Air Force 2010, Dayton, Ohio, 2010, p. 82.
15 Shou Xiaosong, 2013.
in several core areas, including “strategic early warning, air strikes, air and missile defense, information countermeasures, airborne operations, strategic projection and comprehensive support.”\(^{17}\) Last, the 2016 DoD report on the Chinese military asserted that the PLAAF was given a deterrence mission in 2012, and “some Chinese military analysts have described [long-range bombers] as ‘capable of performing strategic deterrence.’”\(^{18}\)

Indeed, PLAAF training in 2015 and 2016 included all of these missions from the 2015 military strategy except explicit training for a maritime blockade. The importance of the maritime domain for all these missions is evident in one Chinese review of PLAAF activities in 2015 that hailed “seven breakthroughs,” of which four had over-water components.\(^{19}\) These breakthroughs were increased distant sea operational capability, large-scale training, the ability to win future naval warfare, and aerial refueling throughout Chinese territory. This training is detailed in Chapter 4.

In practice, the PLAAF’s mandate to develop a strategic air force has been tied overwhelmingly to missions over land. Building acceptance within the PLAAF to pursue missions over water thus has proven difficult.\(^{20}\) As one observer noted, these integration problems are not specific to the PLAAF. He noted that generally “relevant countries and relevant domestic departments are ‘not used to’ the Air Force departing the border, and categorically see it as a threat and provocation.”\(^{21}\) Within the PLAAF, this deeply ingrained perspective limited the PLAAF’s ability and willingness to participate in maritime training; however, this reluctance and resistance was unsustainable in light of the PRC’s new strategic situation.\(^{22}\)

President Xi broke this barrier forcefully in 2014 when he described the PLAAF as a strategic service, thereby expanding its reach to support China’s maritime interests.\(^{23}\) The PLAAF subsequently initiated an experimentation and training program to meet this challenge.

---

\(^{17}\) Information Office of the State Council, May 26, 2015, p. 6.

\(^{18}\) Office of the Secretary of Defense, April 26, 2016, p. 38.

\(^{19}\) The other three breakthroughs were more advanced early warning aircraft, an improved anti-aircraft fires system (namely, surface-to-air missiles), and the inclusion of female pilots in the “main battlefield.” A similar review of 2016 training listed five H-6K flights. See Huang Zijuan [黄子娟], “Chinese Air Force’s Combat Ability Had Seven Breakthroughs: Aimed at Winning Future Maritime Warfare” [“中国空军近年七大突破:远海作战能力大幅提升”], People’s Daily Online, November 11, 2015; and He Wu [鹤舞], “Wow! The Air Force Did All This in One Year Since Military Reform” [“厉害！军改一年空军干了这么多大事”], China Military Online, November 25, 2016.

\(^{20}\) PLAAF efforts to improve over-water capabilities date back to at least 2004, when the PLA Daily hailed “breakthroughs made in maritime night time flying.” This was considered an “[indication of] the willingness to accept the likelihood of significantly increased operational training losses in order to begin building an experience base among PLAAF fighter and attack aircraft crews.” See Roger Cliff, John F. Fei, Jeff Hagen, Elizabeth Hague, Eric Heginbotham, and John Stillion, Shaking the Heavens and Splitting the Earth: Chinese Air Force Employment Concepts in the 21st Century, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, MG-915/2-AF, 2011, p. 217.

\(^{21}\) Zhu Hui, 2009, p. 35.

\(^{22}\) Zhu Hui, 2009, p. 35.

This important first step, which remains in progress, includes concept development supported by a combination of increased realism and competitive training for maritime strike against regional targets. These new requirements and the PLAAF’s responses to these challenges provide a lens into the future direction of its modernization efforts.

Transitioning to a Maritime Focus

Overwhelmingly, China’s leaders recognize that the nation’s interests—along with the major threats to them—reside in the maritime domain. President Xi’s efforts to mitigate and confront these threats underpin his recent directives for the PLA to prepare for military struggle. These preparations proceed from a recognition that modern forms of warfare and the current international security situation require that the PLA improve its capabilities in this critical domain. China’s most recent military strategy points out that the ability to fight and win informatized local wars requires advanced capabilities in the maritime environment. The PLAAF’s preparations for future military struggles are tied closely to this emerging operational need. They likely will remain so for the foreseeable future.

Preparing for maritime military struggle is a long-term strategic task composed of conceptual development, experimentation, and force-wide training, according to Senior Colonel An Peng, head of research at the PLA Air Force Command College in Beijing. Writing in the PLA’s most prominent journal, *China Military Science*, he asserts that the PLAAF’s efforts toward preparing for maritime military struggle build on previous PLAAF efforts to develop a strategic air force capable of supporting China’s national security objectives beyond mainland defense. These efforts to develop a strategically relevant air force largely arose from a recognition that future wars would rely increasingly on air power to achieve their objectives. According to an

---

24 The PLA defines *military struggle* as “using mainly military means to engage in combat with countries or political groups for certain political, economic or other goals. The highest form is war,” and defines *preparing for military struggle* as “engaging in preparations for fulfilling the requirements of military struggle. The core is preparations for war.” One analyst said, “preparing for military struggle” is “similar to the concept of operational readiness.” See M. Taylor Fravel, “No, Hu Didn’t Call for War,” *The Diplomat*, December 10, 2011; and *PLA Military Terms* [军语], Beijing, China: Military Science Publishing House [军事科学出版社], December 2011, p. 5.

25 Although this is the first document labeled and published as a military strategy, it follows a biannual series of Defense White Papers that have outlined China’s threats, its military structure, and the military’s role in supporting these national security objectives. For analysis on the report, see M. Taylor Fravel, “China’s New Military Strategy: ‘Winning Informationized Local Wars,’” *China Brief*, July 2, 2015.

26 An Peng [安鹏], “Strategic Consideration on Strengthening the Air Forces in the Maritime Direction” [“加强海上方向空中力量建设的战略思考”], *China Military Science* [中国军事科学], No. 3, 2015, pp. 82–85.

An Peng has also played a leading role in other forward-leaning research for the PLAAF, including on joint operations and “system-of-system” operations. See Ma Dezu [马德祖], Yang Chunyuan [杨春源], and Zhao Feipeng [赵飞鹏], “Practice to Command a War: Report on the Joint Exercises Conducted by the PLA Air Force Command Academy's New Graduates” [“练习指挥一场战争: 空军指挥学院毕业学员联合作业演习实录”], China Youth Daily Online, January 18, 2008; “Military Report,” China Central Television, November 2, 2010; and “Military Report,” China Central Television, August 1, 2014.
authoritative PLA book, modern wars have demonstrated that seizing command of the seas is one of three essential elements to success, along with information and air superiority—together known as the “three superiorities,” a central concept in PLA operational thinking for a variety of campaigns and operational scenarios.\textsuperscript{27} This observation is particularly relevant to China’s military planners focused on Taiwan, the East China Sea, or the South China Sea. More important, according to An, the “experience of modern war shows that the key to seizing command of the seas is seizing command of the air.”\textsuperscript{28}

Two major strategic motives emerge from this realization—both of which link the PLAAF’s over-water capabilities development to China’s broader strategic interests. First is the recognition that maritime powers require capable air power for use in the maritime domain. Second is that effective integration of air and naval forces is a key determinant for victory in naval warfare.\textsuperscript{29} The PLAAF’s new emphasis on building capabilities for supporting warfare in the maritime domain provides the second of two strategic orientations guiding future capabilities developments: one land oriented and the second focused on the “sea border” and the maritime environment. Subsequent modernization and training efforts are, in turn, aimed at developing a strategic air force that can respond rapidly, deploy at long ranges, and operate in both offensive and defensive capacities. If the PLAAF is successful in building these capabilities, it will be able to perform effectively its missions in both “strategic directions” (i.e., the land border and the sea border) and allow the PRC to protect its contested maritime territory.\textsuperscript{30}

Leadership Guidance

High-profile guidance and support from President Xi, and from other senior military leaders, reflect the PLA’s sense of urgency for this expanding mission set. President Xi’s April 2014 visit to PLAAF headquarters in Beijing for the first time embraced the Air Force as a strategic service, and his February 2015 visit to a PLAAF bomber unit near Xi’an highlighted the role of the H-6K, the PLAAF’s newest and most capable long-range strategic bomber.\textsuperscript{31} CMC Vice
Chairman General Fan Changlong’s October 2014 visit to an unidentified PLAAF command post included discussion of “training for . . . distant sea” activities, and his July 2016 visit to a PLAAF base in the Southern Theater Command (TC), which appears to combine parts of the former Guangzhou and Chengdu Military Regions (MRs), emphasized the need to prepare for military struggle in the maritime direction.32

PLAAF Commander Ma Xiaotian has repeatedly stated the importance of improving the PLAAF’s over-water capabilities, including in an April 2014 speech outlining party guidance for strengthening capabilities to deal with fighting and winning wars and discussing the safeguarding of maritime rights and interests.33 Ma pointed out that PLAAF operations to safeguard PRC maritime rights and interests brought new and complex requirements in multiple areas. One component was focused on a conceptual perspective of making PLAAF commanders and operators “fully and clearly aware of the importance of winning the initiative in air struggle” and embedding a sense of urgency for “effectively coping with various security threats from the maritime domain.” Training to meet these new missions called for a sense of urgency for the PLAAF to quicken the pace of transforming itself from its primary focus on homeland air defense to possessing both offensive and defensive capabilities that could be employed well beyond China’s land borders and into the maritime domain. Ma further stated that this had been a weak area for the PLAAF traditionally, and moving away from its legacy perspectives would require additional top-down direction. He told senior PLAAF leaders that they must

Continuously improve the air power system in the maritime domain by focusing on the problems. We should tightly fix our eyes on the weaknesses in our air


32 In February 2016, the PLA reorganized its military from seven MRs to five TCs, acting on reforms announced in late 2015 and under discussion within the PLA for many years. This report will use the appropriate designation depending on the time referenced.


33 Ma Xiaotian [马晓天], “Strive to Enhance the Air Force’s Capability of Fighting and Winning” [“努力提高空军部队能打仗打胜仗能力”], *PLA Daily* [解放军报], April 2, 2014, p. 6.
actions in the maritime domain, concentrate efforts on making breakthroughs in solving crucial and difficult issues. We should persistently take information as a dominating factor, energetically strengthen the building of information support power; stress system-on-system conflict, strive to enhance the air offensive and defensive system-of-systems operations in distant seas areas; push forward civil-military integration, and continuously improve the basic support for the use of the Air Force power.34

Ma’s statement tied training for maritime missions closely to other areas that had featured prominently in PLAAF modernization efforts in recent years—informatized warfare, system-of-systems operations, and comprehensive support.35 As these examples demonstrate, high-level leadership engagement is an essential element of improving the PLAAF’s ability to operate in multiple roles over water. In light of this increased senior interest, the PLAAF is faced with developing operational concepts and tactics that will make these directives concrete within the PLAAF’s playbook and has endeavored to accelerate the transition toward a maritime focus.


3. Development of a Training Program for Operations over Water

The PLAAF has developed a coherent training program to support its growing responsibilities in the maritime domain in response to calls by Chinese leaders. This includes an increase in the overall realism of combat training, a framework known as the “Four Major Brands” for training core skills required to successfully conduct PLAAF missions, and even new textbooks for cadets at its flight school. These efforts resulted in a September 2015 meeting to review early progress in the training program.

President Xi’s directives were focused on two essential areas. The first was ensuring that the PLA as a whole and the PLAAF in particular understood the growing importance of the maritime domain to China’s strategic interests. Second, the PLAAF needed to address new challenges within this domain that had traditionally been dominated by the United States—the main enemy discussed in PLA military science literature. Accordingly, the PLAAF’s importance for ensuring China’s military capability in the maritime domain became a central theme in the PLAAF’s preparation for military struggle.

PLA researchers have stated in the most fundamental of terms “whoever can seize air superiority can then gain greater strategic initiative in the maritime military struggle.”\textsuperscript{36} Airpower’s primary mission supporting operations in the maritime domain are thus centered on seizing and maintaining superiority in the air battle. Although this realization is not a major departure from previous PLA discussions regarding the “three superiorities,” it does represent an element of thinking about power projection that had not previously been at the forefront of PLA strategy. Airpower may have been viewed as a key tool for projecting force in the past, but it generally lacked a specific orientation. President Xi’s focus on the maritime domain added an essential piece of direction for PLAAF training beyond missions directed against Taiwan.

The PLAAF’s new emphasis on preparing for military struggle in the maritime domain does not relieve it from its more traditional areas of focus, most notably Taiwan and homeland air defense. The PLAAF is still expected to focus on the “main strategic direction”—i.e., Taiwan—by maintaining its readiness to conduct both offensive and defensive support to core operational missions, including warning/demonstrative fire strikes, joint fire strikes, blockade operations, island-landing operations, and theater air defense.\textsuperscript{37} These preparations are supposed to be done jointly and in coordination with the other PLA services and arms. The PLAAF’s second core mission area for preparing for military struggle includes organizing and conducting peacetime

\textsuperscript{36} An Peng, 2015.

\textsuperscript{37} Shou Xiaosong, 2013, p. 221.
and wartime homeland air defense operations.\textsuperscript{38} Both of these core areas have been a central component of PLAAF training and experimentation for several years.

Training for missions in the maritime domain presents the newest challenge to PLAAF readiness. This third component for preparing for military struggle includes developing capabilities to “safeguard security, stability and maritime rights and interests in border- and coastal-defense areas” through the defense of China’s coastal areas and protecting PRC maritime rights and interests.\textsuperscript{39}

More Realistic Training

PLA training reform based on President Xi’s guidance to prepare for military struggle has begun to move at multiple levels and includes the issuance of new training guidance. Most notably, at the beginning of 2014, the CMC released the *Opinions on Raising the Level of the Realistic Battle Orientation of Training*, and at the beginning of 2015, the General Staff Department (GSD) specially issued the *Opinions on Strengthening and Improving Campaign and Tactical Training*.\textsuperscript{40} These new guidelines reinforced several key training themes that Chinese leaders had previously put forth, including the need for developing long-range power projection and the capability to “destroy the enemy’s space-based information support systems, command information systems, large naval platforms, naval and air bases, and other vital points and weaken the functionality and warfighting potential of the enemy’s battle systems.”\textsuperscript{41} In addition, the development of these capabilities needed to be directed toward gaining some level of balance against the United States, deterring other regional powers, and protecting key targets in China. Last, these guidelines built on PLAAF Commander Ma’s guidance to “energetically strengthen combat-realistic training in the maritime domain by closely linking training with tasks.”\textsuperscript{42} From a systemic perspective, the PLAAF’s new direction in training was clear—a strategic air force also needed to be trained in the maritime domain.\textsuperscript{43} The progression of such high-level directives on increasing combat-realistic training may indicate either that the CMC was not satisfied with the current training programs or that there was resistance to such reforms.
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The Four Major Brands

One prominent concept the PLAAF has developed to encapsulate its recent training focus is the Four Major Brands (四大品牌). While there have been various formulations of the concept as it evolved following then-PLAAF Political Commissar Tian Xiusi first hinting at it in a June 2014 speech, the concept incorporates training for four components, namely system-of-systems confrontations, penetration and assault (strike), air combat, and the missile forces. The concept appears to have been developed in response to several recent high-level leadership calls to action discussed above, including President Xi’s April 2014 speech on the PLAAF’s development, the aforementioned training directives from the CMC and GSD in 2014 and 2015, China’s most recent military strategy, and the CMC’s 2004 requirement for the PLAAF to integrate air and space as well as attack and defense capabilities.

The PLAAF finalized the Four Major Brands concept in mid-2016 to now include regular training exercises that correspond to each component, specifically the “Red Sword,” “Golden Dart,” “Golden Helmet,” and “Blue Shield” exercises. The evolution of the concept likely reflects the service’s gradual refinement of early efforts to respond quickly to leadership demands for improved training. The system-of-systems confrontation training is now embodied by the Red Sword exercises, which have been held since 2005 and are “systematic confrontation [exercises]” that “feature multi-day, large-scale events that include all branches of the PLAAF in opposing force scenarios. These events are undoubtedly improving PLAAF combined arms capabilities and better preparing them for combat.”

---
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46 In February 2016, the PLAAF said that 2016 training for “four major brands” would be “opposing-forces air battle competitive exams; competitions in penetrating defenses to attack; ‘Red Sword’ exercises; and ‘Blue Shield’ live-fire tactical exercises.” See Li Jianwen [李建文], “The Trends of Military Training in the New Year” [“新年度军事训练趋势扫描”], PLA Daily, February 1, 2016; and Yang Weike [杨伟科] and Li Jianwen [李建文], “‘Golden Dart’ Competition Starts Again” [“金飞镖’争夺战烽烟再起’”], PLA Daily, July 23, 2016.

ground attack assessment drills began in 2014 and are “mainly organized in aviation units that shoulder ground-directed and sea-directed attacks,” after penetration and assault training began by at least 2008 and competitions began in 2010. Golden Helmet air combat exercises began in 2011 and are “mainly organized in the fighter plane units, through freestyle air fight with similar plane models and heterogeneous plane models,” and focus on “air control operation capabilities.” Blue Shield exercises focus on the PLAAF’s missile forces and have taken place annually since at least 2013.

For PLAAF over-water activities, the most relevant component is penetration and assault training. China’s 2015 Defense White Paper said, “The Air Force is to improve the capabilities of strategic early warning, air strike, [and] strategic projection,” among others, so penetration and assault training fulfills this task. Ma made this apparent during his remarks at the September 2015 maritime penetration and assault conference, saying “penetration and assault contest and evaluation [are] one of the Air Force’s ‘four brand names’ for combat-realistic training,” referencing training for all the coastal military regions except Guangzhou. Reflecting efforts for more emphasis on maritime training, the Golden Dart exercise was “organized in the sea direction” for the first time in September 2015 to “[sharpen] units’ sea combat capability.”

Reinforcing the force-wide nature of the maritime missions, the winners from the Golden Dart Air Battle, the Other Part of the Force Sets Off to Maritime Training”

---
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53 The 2016 Golden Dart exercises do not appear to have had an over-water component. See Yang Weike and Li Jianwen, 2016; Tao Shelan [陶社兰], “The Chinese Air Force Strengthens Actual Combat-Oriented Air Fights Competition, and One Batch of ‘Golden Helmet’ Pilots Emerge” [“中国空军加强实战化空战比武 一批‘金头盔’飞行员脱颖而出”], Xinhua, September 8, 2015.
exercise were from the Lanzhou MR, which is now mostly the Western TC. While the PLAAF has been conducting over-water strike training for a long time, and doing so over land since its creation, the inclusion of such training as one of the four core training components at a time when PLAAF exercises have increasingly shifted to a maritime focus reflects the PLAAF’s overall emphasis on bolstering all capabilities in the maritime domain, especially maritime strike.

In reviewing the past five years of PLAAF modernization efforts in his June 2014 speech, Political Commissar Tian noted progress toward more realistic training and created the central framework for what would later become the Four Major Brands. He called for the PLAAF to conduct the necessary “training required by actual combat,” including “system-of-systems confrontation training,” and “let exercises, free air dogfight drills, penetration and assault contests and tests shape brand-name forces and play an important driving role.” PLAAF Commander Ma echoed this training framework in December 2014 on a visit to a training base by saying that “for the issue of ‘training,’ at present, it is necessary to enhance aerial dogfight drills, force-on-force exercises, penetration and assault tests based on competitions, and the implementation of such brand-name combat-realistic training activities as the Blue Shield.” Commander Ma identified “problems . . . in the training system” so the “fundamental requirement” of training reform is to “boost effectiveness and lower depletion,” including “[making] the capability of pilots in the combat units satisfy the operation requirements, [and bringing] the overall training standard into line with the requirements of the Air Force’s missions and tasks.” As the PLAAF’s mission has expanded to include maritime activities, training must now increasingly be conducted over the sea.

A series of Kongjun Bao articles in June and July 2015 provided the first detailed explanation of the Four Major Brands concept. It clarified that the concept is intended to “establish the single fundamental standard of combat capabilities . . . for the sake of successfully fighting battles.” System-of-systems confrontation exercises make soldiers realize they “must be courageous,” as “informatized warfare . . . requires . . . a spirit of utter fearlessness” and that they “must not fear sacrifice.” This was especially a concern for younger soldiers, born after 1980, who grew up in
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peacetime and needed to be inspired about their mission. Self-criticism of the training focused on “over-sea operations, weapons and equipment research, and the balance of safety and results,” and assessment scores were to be “measured on the scale of actual combat requirements.” Other state-run media said that the concept was intended to “quicken the evolution of actual combat-oriented training and to elevate the Air Force’s strategic strike capability across the board.”

Reflecting CMC support for the PLAAF’s new training framework and over-water training, during an October 2014 inspection of a PLAAF command post, CMC Vice Chairman Fan commended the post for training in “serial exercises for systems-of-systems confrontations every year . . ., independent air combat and confrontations, contest-orientated situations on penetration and assaults, and training for valley, distant sea, super-low-altitude,” and noted that “‘Golden Helmet’ and ‘Golden Dart’ had become popular brands.” He said that the “Air Force can be deployed across the entire country . . . and carry operational training in all directions.” He also noted that PLAAF training “focused on the areas where they might fight battles and the kind of battles they might fight in the future to carry out training.” Clearly this includes the maritime domain.

New Maritime Combat Training for Cadets

In addition to unit-based combat-oriented training, the PLAAF has also sought to incorporate maritime themes into early training curriculum for new pilots at its PLA Air Force Aviation University in Jilin Province. The PLAAF conducted maritime flight training for the first time in September 2014 using a J-8 trainer with flight instructors. The instructors practiced “formation flight, ultra-low altitude over water flight, and search and investigation,” and future training will include “single aircraft tactical mobility [and] one-on-one air combat.” The over-water training was in the works for a year, roughly when the broader PLAAF began its uptick in over-water training, and reflects the school’s mission of “training what is necessary for future warfare.” In May 2015, the school “conducted its first live-fire training at sea,” which brought the school “closer to [active] units” and improved training for “actual combat.” This included a focus on

---
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the impacts of maritime weather on strike accuracy and search and rescue missions. The school also created textbooks for students, including *Teaching Materials for Comprehensive Over Water Training with Trainer Aircraft*, *Syllabus for Comprehensive Over Water Training with Trainer Aircraft*, *Practical Handbook on Maritime Live-Fire Training with Trainer Aircraft*, and *Safety Checklist for Maritime Live-Fire Training*.65

Other early career training programs are also supporting the related mission of long-distance power projection. In April 2016, the Harbin Flight Academy, which trains PLAAF bomber pilots, restarted using recently retired H-6 bombers to train students for the first time in nine years, as Chinese media reported more new H-6 planes are entering service.66 This will “substantially shorten the time required to train bomber crews and strongly boost the bomber force’s development,” according to a PLAAF statement quoted in Chinese media.67 These efforts are clearly intended to support the long-term development of PLAAF pilots who can perform over-water missions.

Lessons Learned from Early Experimentation

A significant milestone for the PLAAF’s development of over-water training occurred in September 2015 when the PLAAF held a two-day meeting—attended by senior PLA leaders, including PLAAF Commander Ma—that reviewed its performance in a PLAAF “maritime penetration and assault” contest and evaluation.68 The meeting was intended as a capstone to collect early lessons and solutions for enhancing “aerial offensive operation capability” through the new maritime and combat-oriented focus on training, as Ma referenced Shenyang and Nanjing MR efforts on “design and employment of penetration tactics” and Jinan MR efforts on “assault training.” During the session Ma stated that

> The purpose of holding this review and reflection meeting is to raise the combat-realistic level of the Air Force’s military training and enhance the Air Force’s operation capabilities in the maritime domain around the implementation of the Central Military Commission’s military strategic guideline in the new period in accordance with the strategic requirement of more quickly building a powerful People’s Air Force that is based on air and space integration and possesses capabilities of offense and defense.69
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The main event was designed to bring together “command organs and combat units” with “factories and research institutes” to jointly study the major findings derived from the maritime penetration and assault contest. The after-action evaluation included a wide range of experts to study the problem’s theoretical aspects and develop solutions to operational and technical problems exposed during the exercise.

PLA reporting on this experimentation indicates that PLAAF capabilities in performing its maritime support roles are in a relatively early stage, with dedicated units tasked to study key elements of operational concepts and tactics development remaining. Indeed, Commander Ma stated that “the building of the air offensive operation capability in the Air Force remains in a transitional period of changing concepts, in a developing period of equipment used in offensive operations, and in the initial period of combat-realistic training and capability enhancement.” Similar to other aspects tied to the PLAAF’s modernization efforts, the development of operational capabilities remains in a transitional period. This phase of development is characterized by identifying, testing, and building new operational concepts that take advantage of the significant improvements in PLAAF technology and systems. Future exercises most likely will take the results derived from events such as this and use them as the basis for developing new tactics and building operational experience more broadly within the PLAAF.

---
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4. Recent Training for Operations over Water

In recent years, PLA missions beyond China’s borders have expanded largely because PRC leaders adopted the “going global” strategy requiring that the PLAAF increase its participation in international affairs. A notable example of this trend can be seen in the PLAAF’s recent cases of “distant sea training.” At the Zhuhai Air Show in November 2016, PLAAF spokesperson Senior Colonel Shen Jinke reviewed the PLAAF’s modernization progress since President Xi came to power in 2012 and noted that “the PLA Air Force has flown over the First Island Chain (飞越岛链), carried out management and control of the East China Sea (管控东海) and combat patrols in the South China Sea (战巡南海) and developed high-tech weapons and equipment at a faster pace. The PLAAF Air Force’s strategic transformation is moving from quantitative to qualitative changes.” Speaking again a month later, Shen further explained that “in the two years of distant sea training, the PLAAF had . . . engaged in training for reconnaissance and early warning, maritime patrolling, maritime assault, and mid-air refueling, among others, thereby improving distant sea mobility and testing distant sea combat ability.” Returning to a common refrain, Shen asserted that the flights improved the PLAAF’s ability to “safeguard the country’s sovereignty and territorial integrity as well as safeguard the nation’s airspace security and development interests.” These accomplishments were made possible by the PLAAF’s rapid increase in over-water training since 2015.

This training demonstrated a dramatic growth in long-distance maritime power-projection capabilities, especially through four groundbreaking flights into the Pacific Ocean through the First Island Chain in 2015 and flights into the South China Sea and around Taiwan in 2016. By the authors’ count, since March 2015, the PLAAF has conducted eight flights past the First Island Chain, including three patrols of the East China Sea Air Defense Identification Zone (ADIZ) and two flights around Taiwan, as well as five flights into the South China Sea.

These flights have both operational value for training pilots and political value for strategic messaging. While these flights have been couched as normal operations for littoral states and
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part of the natural development of the Chinese military in official PLAAF announcements, authoritative military commentary suggests that the utility of these flights extends beyond simply training for maritime missions, as they are sometimes also intended to convey strategic signals to relevant countries during times of political tension with China. There is also evidence that this training is laying the groundwork for strikes against regional targets, notably Guam.

The Southern TC appears to be taking the lead in experimentation for maritime activities. A Southern TC bomber unit was revealed to have participated in the first flight into the Pacific in March 2015, the September 2015 maritime strike training, and the first flights into the South China Sea in 2016. Public reporting suggests that the Southern TC is primarily responsible for flights through the Bashi Channel and into the South China Sea, while the Eastern TC flies through the Miyako Strait into the Western Pacific (see Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2). This decision is likely based on each TC’s main strategic focus and also on its having the closest units to each route.

Four Flights Past the First Island Chain into the Pacific Ocean in 2015

The PLAAF conducted four flights past the First Island Chain into the Pacific Ocean in 2015, two through the Bashi Channel in March and August, and two through the Miyako Strait in May and November. While the initial flights through each route were flown only by H-6K bombers, the follow-up flights were flown by a group of aircraft, reflecting increased training complexity.

Flight Details

In March 2015, a PLAAF unit overflew the Bashi Channel, a part of the Luzon Strait between Taiwan and the Philippines, on its way to over-water flight training. PLAAF spokesperson Shen said that this was “the first time [the PLAAF] conducted distant sea aviation training in the Western Pacific,” and that it “improved the distant sea operational mobility of the Air Force [and was] an effective way…to temper its combat capability.” While no details were provided on location, we now know H-6K bombers from the Guangzhou MR did participate. Foreshadowing the next phase of training, one Chinese military commentator speculated that in “future training, patrol, combat and carrier-borne early-warning aircraft will escort H-6Ks and

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Operation (If Unknown, Date Information Was Released)</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Aircraft Involved</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 2015 (announced)</td>
<td>Western Pacific</td>
<td>H-6K</td>
<td>Flight through Bashi Channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2015 (announced)</td>
<td>Western Pacific</td>
<td>2 H-6K</td>
<td>Flight through Miyako Strait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 2015 (announced)</td>
<td>Western Pacific</td>
<td>H-6K, other aircraft</td>
<td>Flight through Bashi Channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2015 (announced)</td>
<td>Unclear, but described as several thousand km from southern China</td>
<td>H-6K</td>
<td>Training for long-range precision strikes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2015 (announced)</td>
<td>Western Pacific</td>
<td>4x H-6K, 1x Y-8, 1x Tu-154</td>
<td>Flight through Miyako Strait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2015 (announced)</td>
<td>East China Sea</td>
<td>4x H-6K, 1x Y-8 (and PLAaf reported fighters) (separate from above)</td>
<td>Show presence (&quot;patrol&quot;) in East China Sea ADIZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2016 (reported by Chinese media)</td>
<td>South China Sea</td>
<td>H-6K</td>
<td>Flight over Fiery Cross Reef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2016 (released by PLAaf social media)</td>
<td>South China Sea</td>
<td>2x H-6K</td>
<td>Flight over Scarborough Shoal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2016 (announced)</td>
<td>South China Sea</td>
<td>H-6K, J-11, possibly J-10, early warning aircraft and tankers</td>
<td>&quot;Combat air patrol&quot; over Mischief Reef, Woody Island, and likely Livock Reef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 2016 (announced)</td>
<td>South China Sea</td>
<td>H-6K, Su-30, KJ-200, reconnaissance planes and tankers</td>
<td>&quot;Combat air patrol&quot; over Spratlys, Scarborough Shoal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2016 (announced)</td>
<td>Western Pacific</td>
<td>H-6K, Su-30, early warning aircraft, tankers, and other types of aircraft</td>
<td>Flight through Bashi Channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2016 (announced)</td>
<td>Western Pacific</td>
<td>4x H-6K, Su-30, 1x Y-8, 1x Tu-154, (PLAaf reported tankers and early warning aircraft, possibly KJ-2000) (40 total reported, 8 confirmed)</td>
<td>Flight through Miyako Strait (Su-30s not confirmed to have transited Strait)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2016 (announced)</td>
<td>East China Sea</td>
<td>4x H-6K, 1x Y-8, 1x Tu-154 (and PLAaf reported fighters) (same planes as above)</td>
<td>Show presence (&quot;patrol&quot;) in East China Sea ADIZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2016 (acknowledged following media reports)</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>2x H-6K, 2x Su-30, 1x Y-8, 1x Tu-154</td>
<td>Circumnavigated Taiwan through Bashi Channel then Miyako Strait (Su-30s only transited Miyako Strait)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2016 (acknowledged following media reports)</td>
<td>South China Sea</td>
<td>H-6K and fighters</td>
<td>Followed &quot;Nine-Dash Line&quot; in South China Sea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2016 (acknowledged following media reports)</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>2x H-6K, 2x Su-30, J-10, 1x Y-8, 1x Tu-154</td>
<td>Circumnavigated Taiwan through Miyako Strait then Bashi Channel (Su-30s only transited Miyako Strait)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2016 (announced)</td>
<td>East China Sea</td>
<td>Unknown, likely planes from the above flight</td>
<td>Show presence (&quot;patrol&quot;) in East China Sea ADIZ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCES:** PLAaf statements, Chinese state-run media, and Japanese MOD. Adapted from Beauchamp-Mustafaga et al., 2016.

**NOTES:** Number and type of aircraft are unknown unless specified. The Y-8 and KJ-200 are early warning aircraft, the Tu-154 is a reconnaissance plane, and the J-11 and Su-30 are fighters. Flights through the East China Sea ADIZ in November 2015 and September 2016 were likely part of larger formations that flew the same day near Japan, and both instances are listed above as flights in the Western Pacific. The December 2016 ADIZ flight is assumed to have occurred under similar circumstances. Neither the September nor December 2016 ADIZ flights made noticeable detours while on their way to fly through the Miyako Strait to constitute a patrol similar to the first one conducted in November 2015, according to Japanese MOD descriptions of their flight paths.
Figure 1. Known Recent PLAAF Bomber Long-Range Operations over Water

NOTES: Bolded circles indicate PLAAF patrols of the East China Sea ADIZ. The November 2015 ADIZ patrol is assumed to have been conducted by separate PLAAF H-6Ks, but the September and December 2016 ADIZ patrols are likely to have been the same planes that transited the Miyako Strait. Circles representing November and December 2016 flights around Taiwan are two different colors to indicate that planes flew through both Bashi Channel and Miyako Strait. Order of transit is indicated from left to right.
Figure 2. Map of Asia-Pacific

SOURCE: Google Maps.
provide overflight and a counter-electromagnetic environment. HZ-6 (reconnaissance/bombers), HY-6 (aerial refueling tankers) and early warning aircraft may also participate in the training.”

Subsequently, during the PLAAF’s second flight through the Bashi Channel (and third overall long-distance flight into the Pacific) in August 2015, several types of aircraft, including the H-6K, flew through the Channel on their way 1,000 km beyond the First Island Chain. It appears from photos in state-run media that at least four H-6K bombers participated in the flight. Shen framed the flight as “testing [the PLAAF’s] study power and combat power,” since it is a “strategic service . . . facing new historic missions.” The H-6K is described by the PLA as “one of the iconic equipment items in the transformation of the PLA Air Force into a strategic air force,” and its progress for “combat power” is measured by “extending the distance of flight” and “dealing accurate strikes.”

In May 2015, during the second of the four ground-breaking flights that year, two H-6Ks overflew the Miyako Strait near Okinawa, Japan, and “conducted open sea training in the western Pacific.” This was the first time PLAAF planes had flown through the Strait on their way to the Pacific and was the second overall PLAAF flight past the First Island Chain. Of note, Japanese MOD reporting reveals that two H-6s flew through the Miyako Strait for the first time in September 2013 and then again in October 2013, March 2014, and December 2014.

Although the Japanese government did not identify the service, they appear to have been PLAN
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78 Qiu Yue [邱越], “Chinese Air Force Distant Sea Training Must Be Regularized, Don’t Rule Out Possibility of Foreign Military Surveillance” [“中国空军远海训练必将常态化 不排除遭外军监视可能”], People’s Daily Online, March 31, 2015.

79 Zhang Tao, “Expert: H-6K Demonstrates Long-Range Strike Capability,” China Military Online, November 4, 2015; Qiu Yue [邱越] and Xiao Hong [肖红], “Several Types of Chinese Air Force Fighters Passed 1,000 km Beyond the First Island Chain to Conduct Distant Sea Training” [“中国空军多型战机飞出第一岛链 1000 余公里展开远海训练”], People’s Daily Online, August 14, 2015; and Wang Dongming [王东明], Zhang Yuqing [张玉清], and Wang Nannan [王楠楠], “What All Did the Chinese Air Force Do This Year: Flew Through the First Island Chain Four Times for Training in the Western Pacific” [“中国空军今年都干了啥:4 次飞出第一岛链演兵西方”], Xinhua, December 29, 2015.

80 Xu Sheng, Zhao Lingyu, and Wang Wenbin, December 8, 2015.


Air Force planes. The May 2015 flight was framed as part of the PLAAF’s “strategic transformation” to “fly farther, strike more precisely, and build stronger combat capabilities.”

In November 2015, PLAAF aircraft again overflew the Miyako Strait and continued 1,000 km past the First Island Chain. Shen said, “several models, including H-6K bombers” were involved in the patrol, and Japanese MOD reporting reveals that the formation included four H-6Ks, one Y-8 early warning aircraft, and one Tu-154 reconnaissance plane. This reflects a similar training progression to incorporate more airframes, as in the Guangzhou MR, although there is no information available on specific airframes used by the Guangzhou MR for its March and August flights. At the same time, more H-6K and other undisclosed fighters and early warning aircraft also conducted a “patrol” of the East China Sea ADIZ, according to Shen.

Japanese MOD reporting reveals that the ADIZ patrol consisted of four H-6Ks and one Y-8, notably contradicting the PLAAF statement that the patrol included fighters. Only the four H-6Ks actually deviated significantly from the original flight path and flew through the ADIZ closer to the Japanese main islands before turning around, whereas the Y-8 appears to have flown in small circles generally near the original flight path of the group that flew through the Strait. This suggests that a more apt description of the patrol would be a “show of presence” flight, since bombers do not typically conduct such patrols. Subsequent “patrols” of the ADIZ in September and December 2016 would not feature H-6Ks deviating significantly from the most direct route through the Strait. One military expert said that the “joint drills of H-6K bombers along with various types of jet fighters and airborne early warning surveillance aircraft” were notable because they were “different from the earlier training where only H-6K bombers were involved.” IHS Jane’s 360 identified at least some of these H-6Ks as from the Nanjing MR, which now makes up mostly the Eastern TC, and commented, “in the future more capable...
warning] platforms like the KJ-2000 or KJ-500 could provide an offensive search capability for attacking H-6K bombers."

However, we cannot confirm the number or location of these flights, though it is unlikely that the PLAAF is underreporting them, whereas the PLAN Air Force appears less forthcoming about its similar flights. PLAN Air Force H-6 flights through the Miyako Strait in 2013 and 2014 were not as fully reported in Chinese media, judging by flights reported in Japanese Defense White Papers. While the 2016 Japanese Defense White Paper reports additional flights in July over two days, consisting of two H-6s, one Y-9 reconnaissance plane, and one Y-8 early warning aircraft, it is likely that this is another unannounced PLAN Air Force flight, and as such has been left out of the tabulation above. Other known PLAN Air Force flights match up with Japanese government reporting when the PLAAF did not announce or later acknowledge a flight through the Strait. Taken together, other foreign government reporting suggests that the PLAAF is generally forthcoming about these flights, though it may not detail specific flight paths for specific aircraft.

**Strategic Messaging**

PLAAF signaling on these flights focused on demonstrating China’s growing bomber capabilities and ability to enforce Chinese territorial claims. PLAAF spokesperson Shen said that as a strategic service, the PLAAF’s “strategic capability should correspond to national interests to provide reliable air and space security for national development,” and the four flights into the Pacific in 2015 “[boosted] the capability of the airmen for long-range, blue-water ‘system-of-systems’ operations.” Professor Li Li from China’s National Defense University said that these flights “[indicated] that the formulation and maintenance of rules over the East China Sea ADIZ have been in smooth progress” and that “we are not only able to safeguard the East China Sea ADIZ, but also fly beyond the First Island Chain.” Professor Li added that the “dispatch of the bomber fleet is the symbol of a strong air force.” Another military expert said that the four flights “showed the presence of the PLA’s airpower in regions that are closely related to Chinese national security,” “China’s conventional military deterrence capability,” and the H-6K’s “powerful conventional strike capability.” Another said, “new-type Chinese bombers taking
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88 Fisher, December 1, 2015.
89 A few Chinese media outlets did report on the initial September 2013 flight, with Chinese media citing Japanese media reports, but not all later flights were reported. See “H-6 Bomber Flies over Japan’s Southwestern Islands and Enters for First Time” [“轰6轰炸机首次飞越日本西南诸岛进入太平洋”], Observer [观察者], September 8, 2013; Japanese Ministry of Defense, August 2, 2016.
91 Zhang Yuqing and Wu Yi, November 27, 2015.
93 Zhang Tao, November 4, 2015.
part in this offshore military drill have signaled a marked progress of China’s long-range strategic delivery capability.”

These flights appear to reflect early PLAAF efforts to normalize long-distance training into the Pacific and desensitize regional countries to the activities. PLAAF spokesperson Shen’s comments following several flights emphasized that these were normal exercises, similar to ones conducted by other countries, and that flights were “routine arrangements of the annual training plan” and thus would continue. He also noted that the flights were “not aimed at any country or target and pose no threat to any country or region.” These remarks were repeated for many, if not all, subsequent flights. The Miyako Strait was described as “an international waterway” where “all countries are entitled to the freedom of navigation and over-flight.” In comments carried in PLA media, military law expert Xing Hongbo said, “other countries are expected to understand, respect and adapt to the drills by the Chinese Air Force beyond the First Island Chain,” and elsewhere Xing wrote that “distant sea training [was] legal, legitimate [and] justifiable,” a phrase that has been repeated frequently by Shen when discussing H-6K flights. Another military expert wrote that since “China…is not yet a strong maritime power [and] was bullied and humiliated because of its weak sea defense” in the past, “now it is quite necessary for the Chinese Navy and Air Force to raise their maritime defensive combat capability through distant sea training, which is an objective requirement for safeguarding the country’s maritime security.” He added that international calls for China to “assume more international responsibilities” means that “the Chinese Navy and Air Force [need] to raise their distant sea activity capability.” PLAAF efforts to frame the flights as typical military training suggest that the PLAAF intends the flights to function partially as deterrence signaling but also does not want to provoke regional tensions every time it goes into the Pacific.

Chinese military commentary reflected official rhetoric that flights would continue and suggested potential new routes into the Pacific. One military commentator, speaking after the first flight through the Bashi Channel in March 2015, said, “In the future, blue-water flight training of the Chinese Air Force will surely become an ordinary training evolution and cooperative blue-water training with the navy will be conducted.” The expert added that the
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96 Yao Jianing, March 30, 2015.
100 Qiu Yue, March 31, 2015.
PLAAF may also transit the Osumi Strait, between Japan’s Kyushu and Okinawa Islands, in the future, hinting that it could be the Shenyang MR, which is now mostly the Northern TC. As of December 2016, PLAAF planes were not known to have flown through the Osumi Strait or to have conducted joint training with the PLAN past the First Island Chain.

Media reporting suggests that the Guangzhou MR, now the Southern TC, as the first military region to field the H-6K, is leading the PLAAF’s experimentation with the new bomber, especially for over-water operations. According to one PLA Daily article,

> With the H-6K bombers in active service, the [Guangzhou MR] unit has scored outstanding and exciting achievements: In the normalized distant sea training, and in performing more than 30 major tasks, including penetration and assault drills, the H-6K bombers achieved impressive results again and again.

It adds,

> In the long-duration distant sea flight training organized by the Air Force for the first time, they created multiple records in the PLA Air Force, such as the longest distance of flight above the sea, the longest duration of continuous flight, and the longest range of operation flight. When taking part in targeting practice with actual missiles, by surmounting difficulties, the unit operated under a marginal and extreme condition, and achieved excellent scores.101

Indeed, Liu Rui, a bomber pilot with the Southern TC, was the first to fly past the First Island Chain in March 2015, flew in the military parade in September 2015, and was the first to fly in the South China Sea in 2016, reflecting the TC’s leading role.102

**“Combat Air Patrols” over the South China Sea in 2016**

The PLAAF appears to have shifted its over-water power-projection focus to the South China Sea in the summer of 2016, likely in a political response to the Permanent Court of Arbitration’s (PCA) ruling against China in July.103 The PLAAF announced two H-6K bomber flights over the Spratly Islands, and Chinese state-run media reported two other flights, suggesting at least four flights into the South China Sea between May and August 2016 covering both the Spratly and Paracel Islands.104 This was the first acknowledged PLAAF presence in the South China Sea, as previously identified aircraft were all PLAN Air Force. Moreover, in July 2016, PLAAF spokesperson Shen said that the patrols would be “regularized” and continue, and a military
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commentator said that they would cover more of the South China Sea. Of note, Chinese H-6 bombers operated in a similar manner in the South China Sea in the early 1980s, according to declassified U.S. documents, and the Chinese media reported that the PLAAF “had been conducting ‘routine surveillance’ in the area since 2012.”105 In contrast with flights into the Western Pacific, the PLAAF did not claim that these flights into the South China Sea were a first for the service, suggesting some reliability for PLA sources.

**Flight Details**

The first public appearance of the H-6K over the South China Sea was in early May, when China Central Television aired a show about an H-6K pilot and included a short clip of the plane flying over Fiery Cross Reef in the Spratlys.106 In mid-July, shortly after the ruling by the PCA against China, the PLAAF released photos of an H-6K flying over Scarborough Shoal, marking the second unannounced flight.107 Several days later, the PLAAF made the first official announcement of H-6K flights in the area, calling them “combat air patrols” and saying, “the PLA sent H-6K bombers and other aircraft including fighters, scouts and tankers to patrol islands and reefs including [Scarborough Shoal]” and that they had accomplished the objective of the combat air patrol by conducting “aerial scouting, air combat and island and reef patrol.”108 PLAAF spokesperson Shen added that the patrols would become “regularized” and the flight had deepened the “combat realistic training in the maritime direction.” Chinese media later confirmed that the fighters included J-11 aircraft and likely J-10 aircraft.109 Footage aired on China Central Television included land features identified as Mischief Reef and Livock Reef in the Spratlys and Woody Island in the Paracels, the H-6K’s first appearance in the northern part
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105 Only the PLAN Air Force is known to have conducted flights in the South China Sea in the 1980s. A declassified Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) report from 1984 says, On 8 November 1980, two naval B-6 bombers from Hainan Island overflew Northeast Cay, the northernmost island of the Spratlys. In anticipation of Vietnamese reaction, Chinese fighter aircraft conducted defensive patrols near the Paracels while the bombers flew south…In October 1983, two B-6 bombers overflew Malaysian-occupied Swallow Reef in the Spratlys, this time with a frigate and replenishment oiler deploying south of the Paracels to provide navigational assistance and air surveillance. See National Archive CIA Records Search Tool, *China: Military Options Against Vietnam*, March 1, 1984, Declassified CIA-RDP84S00928R000300050006-0, p. 10, cited in Peter Wood, “Snapshot: China’s Southern Theater Command,” *China Brief*, July 22, 2016; see also Kinlin Lo, “‘It Was a Provocative Act’: PLA Pilot Describes Encounter with Foreign Military Jet,” *South China Morning Post*, February 13, 2017.


107 PLAAF Weibo account, July 15, 2016; and Heng Jing [靖恒], “Chinese Air Force for the First Time Releases Photos of H-6K Patrolling Scarborough Shoal” [“中国空军首次曝光轰-6K巡航黄岩岛高清照片”], *Observer*, July 15, 2016.


of the South China Sea. It is unclear if the photos released in mid-July were from the same flight reported by Shen or from earlier, separate flights. A PLAAF pilot later claimed in an interview with Chinese state-run media that during one of these July flights, he encountered a foreign fighter jet over the South China Sea.

H-6Ks made a second official flight in early August, this time over Scarborough Shoal and other unidentified Spratly land features. The flight also involved “Su-30 fighters . . . Airborne Early Warning Aircraft [identified as KJ-200 in Chinese media], reconnaissance and tanker airplanes,” and the Su-30s refueled twice. Shen described the flight as “establishing a combat system integrating air control over the sea, defense penetration, surprise attack, support and supply.” Of note, the Su-30 fighter was the first official identification of other planes flying with the H-6K, as they are usually referred to generically, and Chinese media said that the early warning aircraft was the KJ-200. Also, this flight appears to have included additional training elements beyond the July flight, as one military commentator said, “the combat patrol included air defense early warning maneuvers, air combat confrontation, and island patrolling in a complicated electromagnetic environment,” of which the early warning and complex electromagnetic environment were new.

Several months later, in early December, H-6K bombers and unknown fighters conducted another flight through the South China Sea. This was first reported by U.S. media and later confirmed by Shen with no further details. U.S. officials cited in U.S. media reports said that the H-6K “flew along the disputed ‘Nine-Dash line,’” which represents China’s territorial claims in the region, and flew farther on this flight than on previous flights during the summer, without providing more details of the flight path. The officials also said that it was “the first long-range flight of a Chinese bomber along the U-shaped line of demarcation since March 2015,” although
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110 For additional details on the flight, see “Exclusive Revelations: . . . ,” November 5, 2016; “Chinese Air Force H-6Ks Conduct Combat Air Patrol over South China Sea and Scarborough Shoal” [“中国空军轰-6K赴南海黄岩岛进行战斗巡航”], China Central Television, July 18, 2016; and Beauchamp-Mustafaga et al., August 2, 2016.
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there were no previously reported PLAAF flights through the South China Sea in 2015, and they may have been confusing it with the first long-range PLAAF flight through the Bashi Channel. All these flights into the South China Sea appear to have come from the Southern TC, and at least some flights can be associated directly with the 8th Bomber Division headquartered in Leiyang, Hunan Province. Although one Chinese analysis suggested that some of these flights contained in China Central Television footage took place between January and March 2016, judging by the progress of Chinese construction on reclaimed land, these flights in total encompass at least a seven-month period and five land features across a wide swath of the South China Sea.

**Strategic Messaging**

The flights into the South China Sea appear intended as strategic conventional deterrence signaling to reinforce China’s willingness to defend its claims to disputed land features and demonstrate that its operational range covers all of China’s claimed territory, likely in response to the PCA ruling against China. Although Chinese officials did not explicitly link the flights with the PCA ruling, Chinese state-run media made the connection clear.

During a visit to a PLAAF base in the Southern TC in mid-July, CMC Vice Chairman Fan, accompanied by PLAAF Commander Ma and other senior military leaders, reviewed H-6Ks and said that the military must “continuously increase its deterrent and warfighting capabilities” and be able to fight and win wars. Announcing the first official flight, PLAAF spokesperson Shen said, “The PLA Air Force will firmly defend national sovereignty, security and maritime interests, safeguard regional peace and stability, and cope with various threats and challenges.” In the first Chinese MND briefing following the ruling, when asked about the H-6K patrols, spokesperson Senior Colonel Yang Yujun said, “China has sovereignty over the islands and reefs of the South China Sea and their adjacent waters. It is the sure responsibility of the Chinese military to safeguard the national sovereignty security, territorial integrity as well as maritime interests and rights.” Drawing a more explicit connection, one military news article said that the flights “had something to do with the illegal South China Sea arbitration unilaterally
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initiated by the Philippines and also demonstrated the Chinese Air Force’s stance that it is able to conduct effective control over the island.”\(^{122}\)

The main PLA commentator on PLAAF activities in the South China Sea, Senior Colonel Du Wenlong, has reinforced the importance of H-6K flights for Chinese deterrence and their ability to strike anywhere within Chinese territory. Du said, “with the aerial refueling capability, the PLAAF is making significant progress in improving combat support capabilities, extending the combat radius of its aircraft, and increasing its air strike capability when carrying out distant sea operations,” specifying that “with the Su-30 bomber, China’s air patrols can reach James Shoal, the southernmost territory of China.”\(^{123}\) He also noted that “the [early warning aircraft] plays an important role in increasing the PLAAF’s capabilities to conduct distant sea operations with accurate detection of targets, commands of precision strikes, and better support system.” Placing the flights in the PLAAF’s overall transition to maritime missions, Du said, “the PLAAF used to focus on land strikes and did not make islands, reefs, and ships as actual targets, but now it has to be able to strike them all.”\(^{124}\) Du touted three features of the H-6K: long range to cover all of “the region’s strategic targets with a devastating strike;” it can deter or strike “large formations” in the water that were “provoking China” if it has the supersonic YJ-12 anti-ship cruise missile (ASCM); and the H-6K’s endurance to stay in the air, allowing it to cover the South China Sea like a net.\(^{125}\) Looking to the future, Du said, “future patrols in the South China Sea will go beyond [Scarborough Shoal] to cover all islands and reefs within China’s territory.”\(^{126}\)

Other military analysts placed the H-6K in the large PLAAF formations that flew and touted the opportunity for closer joint service training with the PLAN Air Force. Another military commentator added that “bombers, fighter jets, [early warning aircraft], and reconnaissance aircraft form a complete combat system to conduct patrol missions [and] the substantial extension of China’s air patrol areas play a key role in safeguarding China’s sovereignty.”\(^{127}\) A third commentator noted that the “regular air patrols will enhance its joint-force combat

\(^{122}\) Zhang Tao, August 25, 2016.

\(^{123}\) “Focus Today,” August 7, 2016.


\(^{125}\) It is unclear why Du mentioned a possible ASCM capability for the H-6K, because it is was not known to have such a capability as of 2016. See “XAC H-6”; Qiu Yue [邱越], “Air Force Combat Air Patrols in the South China Sea to Be Regularized, Expert: China Has the Capability to Safeguard Sovereignty” [“空军南海战斗巡航将常态化 专家:中国有能力维护主权”], People’s Daily Online, July 19, 2016. This claim has been repeated in other nonauthoritative media. “Multiple Types of Chinese Air Force Aircraft Coordinate Defense Penetration and Assault: H-6 and Su-30 [Conduct] Anti-Carrier [Operations]” [“中国空军多机种协同突击突防: 轰 6 苏 30 反航母”], Sina, October 30, 2016.

\(^{126}\) Zhang Tao, August 25, 2016.

\(^{127}\) “Focus Today,” August 7, 2016.
capabilities and symbolize that the PLAAF and Navy are capable of conducting distant sea operations.” Retired Colonel Yue Gang said that the PLAAF was also responsible for “[offering] protection to the naval forces in times of war.”

Another military commentator said that the use of dissimilar aircraft showed progress for the PLAAF’s ability to coordinate takeoffs from different airfields and form into a group, which is “a tremendous challenge for the Chinese Air Force’s command dispatch capabilities.” This commentator also focused on the importance of electromagnetic dominance in air combat, saying “in the future the South China Sea quite possibly may be filled with complex electromagnetic signals from four dimensions including from space satellites, combat aircraft in the air, warships at sea, and ground-based radar.” The acknowledgment of difficulties for aircraft coordination marks a distinct shortcoming compared with the power-projection capabilities of the U.S. Air Force, which has been conducting long-distance bomber operations over water since the 1940s.

There also appears to be some internal debate over how overt the signaling should be. Reuters reported in July that “options floated by those linked to the PLA include putting missiles on bombers patrolling the South China Sea capable of hitting targets in the Philippines or Vietnam,” and Du said, “Chinese aircraft will carry live ammunition in the patrol mission,” though this has not been confirmed by official PLAAF statements. Several commentators said that H-6Ks would continue to operate as part of the “combat air patrols” in the South China Sea.

Last, the most recent December 2016 flight was described by Senior Captain Liang Fang as signaling three messages. First, “that China maintains its sovereignty and jurisdictional claims within the nine-dash line; [second] that China was unafraid of threats in the South and East China Seas and capable of winning military clashes there; [and third] that President-elect Trump should not play with fire over Taiwan and, likewise, neither should the president of Taiwan.”

However, the H-6Ks are unlikely to feature prominently in routine patrols of a potential future ADIZ, as bombers rarely perform patrol functions. Moreover, despite the runway on Fiery Cross Reef being long enough to support a bomber and construction of hardened aircraft shelters on some reclaimed land features big enough for a bomber, operating conditions in the ocean environment would likely preclude long-term basing in the South China Sea.
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Flights into the Pacific Ocean in 2016

The PLAAF conducted another four flights past the First Island Chain in 2016. These flights began in September, later than in 2015, but with much quicker tempo and also utilizing new flight paths. Two flights were directly through the First Island Chain into the Western Pacific, one each through the Miyako Strait and Bashi Channel, similar to the 2015 flights. Moreover, PLAAF spokesperson Shen in September said that these flights through the First Island Chain would be “regularized.”134 Two more flights that also flew through the First Island Chain and then circumnavigated Taiwan are described in the next section. Chinese commentary regarding these flights suggests that the political intention was still to convey strategic messages about enforcing Chinese territorial claims and defending Chinese territory.

Flight Details

On September 12, 2016, a group of PLAAF H-6K bombers, Su-30 fighters, early warning, refueling, and other types of aircraft flew through the Bashi Channel into the Pacific for distant sea training, according to PLAAF spokesperson Shen.135 They practiced reconnaissance and early warning, maritime patrolling (海上巡航), and mid-air refueling, among other skills. Most important, Shen announced that the PLAAF would “regularize” distant sea training past the First Island Chain, after again explaining that the flights were normal activities for littoral states and were part of the PLAAF’s yearly pre-scheduled training. He also said that the PLAAF would “fly past the island chains, control the East China Sea, conduct combat readiness patrols in the South China Sea, and sharpen its sword in the plateaus,” reflecting an emphasis on the PLAAF’s maritime missions. One foreign analyst noted, “The presence of refueling tankers is curious since both the H-6K and Su-30 have ranges in excess of 1,000 miles, meaning they could easily make the flight without refueling. It’s likely the tanker crews were being trained to in turn extend the ranges of the fighters and bombers even further in the future.”136

134 The PLAAF likely did not regularize patrols in the East China Sea, as it did for distant sea training and the South China Sea, because Chinese reporting says that it “has kept regular patrols” since the ADIZ was created in 2013, even if they were not conducted with H-6Ks. See Dong Zhaohui, “China’s Air Force Conducts West Pacific Drill, Patrols ADIZ,” China Military Online, September 25, 2016; “Multiple Types of Chinese Air Force Aircraft Conduct First Patrol of East China Sea ADIZ” [“中国空军多架战机首巡东海防空识别区”], Beijing Morning Post [北京晨报], November 24, 2013; and Zhang Yuwing [张玉清] and Zhao Wei [赵蔚], “Chinese Air Force Spokesperson Shen Jinke Introduces East China Sea Patrols” [“空军新闻发言人申进科介绍东海警巡”], Xinhua, August 7, 2014.

135 Li Jianwen [李健文] and Yu Hongwei [余泓纬], “Multiple Types of Chinese Air Force Aircraft Fly into Western Pacific to Test Distant Sea Combat Capability” [“空军多型战机赴西太平洋检验远海实战能力”], China Military Online, September 13, 2016.

136 For one Chinese explanation of the role of tankers in PLAAF long-range operations, see Huang Zijuan [黄子娟], “China’s Air Force Tankers Possess Ability to Fly Covertly, Can Fly at Low Sea Levels” [“我军空中加油机具隐蔽出航能力 能海上低空突防”], People’s Daily Online, May 18, 2015; see also Kyle Mizokami, “China’s Air Forces Are Venturing Further into the Pacific Than Ever Before,” Popular Mechanics, September 16, 2016.
On September 25, another formation of PLAAF planes flew through the Miyako Strait. However, the exact number of planes that flew through the Strait is disputed, as the Japanese MOD report lists eight aircraft but Shen’s announcement claimed 40. A likely explanation is that 40 PLAAF planes were in the formation inside the First Island Chain but only some actually crossed the Miyako Strait. The formation included H-6Ks, Su-30s, tankers, and other unknown aircraft. Although the PLAAF described the flight in similar terms to the November 2015 flight through the Strait—namely, that some bombers and fighters split from the larger group and went into the East China Sea ADIZ to conduct a patrol (警巡)—there appear to be some differences. According to Japanese MOD descriptions of their flight paths, all of the eight planes appear to have taken a generally direct route through the Strait, including the H-6Ks, whereas in November 2015, a group of four H-6Ks broke from the larger formation and flew toward the Japanese main islands before turning away. The PLAAF now appears to consider any H-6K flight that transits the ADIZ on its way through the Miyako Strait as a “patrol” of the ADIZ, possibly for propaganda purposes. The Japanese MOD listed eight total aircraft that transited the Strait: four H-6Ks, one Tu-154, one Y-8, and two planes that it assumed were fighters. The Japanese MOD report suggests that only one Y-8 and one Tu-154 transited the ADIZ. According to IHS Jane’s 360, a KJ-2000 early warning aircraft was also in the group, judging by China Central Television footage. The planes practiced reconnaissance and early warning, maritime assault on sea-surface targets, and mid-air refueling, among other skills. Before the flight, Shen also said that the PLAAF had made “a qualitative leap of strategic transformation, by intensifying training in realistic scenarios,” providing a positive assessment of the training progress.

This was the first time presumed Chinese fighters flew through the Strait, according to the Japanese government. This was also the first time Japan dispatched fighters to intercept the PLAAF planes, and Chinese media noted this change in response. Of note, Chinese planes that

137 For details on the flight, see Japanese Ministry of Defense, “On the Flight of Chinese Aircraft in the East China Sea” [“中国機の東シナ海における飛行について”], September 25, 2016; Ye Pan [叶攀], “40 Aircraft of Multiple Types Go into Western Pacific, China’s Air Force Tests Distant Sea Combat Capability” [“40多架各型战机前出西太平洋 中国空军检验远海实战能力”], Xinhua, September 25, 2016; Slavin, December 13, 2016; and Andrew Tate, “PLAAF Deploys 40 Aircraft to Western Pacific in Show of Strength,” IHS Jane’s 360, September 27, 2016.
140 Tate, September 27, 2016.
142 Tate, September 27, 2016.
Strategic Messaging

Chinese military and media commentary suggested that the flight through the Miyako Strait was intended to pressure Japan and increase the PLAAF’s long-distance operational capabilities. Du Wenlong explained that while previous distant sea trainings involved only one type of aircraft and small formations, the late September flight through the Strait included more aircraft and, more important, created a “system.” It is unclear why Du would describe previous flights as having only one type of aircraft, as all known PLAAF flights through the First Island Chain except the first two in 2015 included several types of aircraft, according to official statements. Du noted that Japan’s decision to mobilize fighters from more than one military base reflected great concern over China’s large-scale and long-distance aerial operational capabilities. Du concluded that the capabilities and scope of PLAAF activities in the East China Sea have greatly expanded, and that activities past the First Island Chain will pressure Japan. Contradicting this, Senior Colonel Wang Mingliang said that distant sea training was not targeted at any country but rather was an inevitable trend of the PLAAF protecting China’s maritime rights and interests. He added that the service would improve its early warning and reconnaissance capabilities in the distant seas. Suggesting one potential political reason for the flight, at least one Chinese media article tied the flight to Japanese Defense Minister Tomomi Inada’s pledge for Japan to patrol the South China Sea with the United States ten days earlier, saying “to protect the South China Sea, the PLAAF will first act (出手) in the East China Sea.” Linking the flight back to the PLA’s expanding responsibilities away from China’s coastline, Zhao Xiaozhuo from the Academy of Military Science said, “The awakening of China’s maritime rights consciousness has encouraged the country to expand its activities from coastal areas to far-offshore regions.”

The PLAAF has used several different terms to describe similar H-6K activities without clear explanation, likely creating some confusion over the strategic message. The November 2015 flight into the East China Sea ADIZ was referred to as a “distant sea patrol” (远海警巡), while the similar late September 2016 patrol was described as simply a patrol (警巡). Moreover, early
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147 Sun Xiaochen and Wang Qingyun, September 26, 2016.
PLAAF patrols of the ADIZ after it was established in November 2013, without the H-6K, were referred to as “aerial patrols” (空中巡逻), and it appears that the PLAAF began using “patrol” (警巡) in August 2014.148 The PLAAF described the official H-6K flights into the South China Sea in July and August 2016 as “combat air patrols” or “combat readiness patrols” (战斗巡航).149 In mid-July 2016, CMC Vice Chairman Fan said that the PLAAF should “organize air and sea patrols” (海空巡逻), but the mid-September 2016 flight through the Bashi Channel practiced “sea surface cruising” (海上巡航), which is likely better translated as “maritime cruising,” and authoritative PLAAF books previously discussed “strategic cruising” (战略巡航).150

It is unclear what the use of different terms means for PLAAF doctrine and H-6K employment, especially since bombers are generally not considered practical tools for patrolling airspace. However, the appearance of fighters, tankers, and reconnaissance planes in the South China Sea suggests that the PLAAF is seeking to demonstrate that it could enforce an ADIZ or at least establish a presence in the South China Sea, as it has done in the East China Sea. One commentator said that the “combat air patrol” is different from the 2015 ADIZ “patrol” because it is operational and can engage enemy aircraft in combat “anytime during an air patrol.”151

**Flights Circumnavigating Taiwan in 2016**

Toward the end of 2016, the PLAAF conducted two flights through the Miyako Strait and Bashi Channel circumnavigating Taiwan. Although these flights have been viewed by some foreign analysts as a signal to Taiwan and the United States of China’s commitment to its claims to Taiwan, mainstream Chinese commentary did not explicitly voice this view.152

**Flight Details**

In November 2016, two H-6Ks, one Tu-154, and one Y-8 flew through the Bashi Channel and then back through the Miyako Strait, circumnavigating Taiwan.153 They were joined by two

148 “Multiple Types . . .” November 24, 2013; and Zhang Yuwing and Zhao Wei, August 7, 2014.
149 Beauchamp-Mustafaga et al., August 2, 2016.
150 This “strategic cruising” term has been used to describe Russian long-range strategic bomber flights by Chinese media. See Military Affairs Decoded [军情解码], “The Theory Behind Russian Bombers’ Strategic Cruising” [“俄罗斯轰炸机战略巡航幕后玄机”], February 8, 2013; “Fan Changlong: . . . ,” July 19, 2016; Shou Xiaosong, 2013, p. 227; Zhu Hui, 2009; Zhang Yuqing and Wu Yi, November 27, 2015; and Zhang Tao, “Chinese Military Aircraft in West Pacific for Combat Simulation Drill,” China Military Online, September 13, 2016b.
152 Tomlinson, December 9, 2016; and Matthew M. Burke and Chiyomi Sumida, “China Reportedly Responds to Trump’s Taiwan Call by Flying Nuclear-Capable Bomber,” Stars and Stripes, December 12, 2016.
153 The PLAAF statement does not comment on the types of aircraft involved, and the Japanese MOD report says that only H-6 aircraft were involved. However, the H-6K is only a PLAAF platform, highly suggesting that H-6K
Su-30s that flew out to the Miyako Strait, met up with the group, and flew back through the Strait with the formation without circling Taiwan. U.S. media also reported that J-10s escorted the group at some point in time.\textsuperscript{154} China Central Television appears to have also aired footage of KJ-500s and KJ-2000s participating, likely within the First Island Chain.\textsuperscript{155} The PLAAF spokesperson appears to have confirmed the flights only following Japanese media reports and described the flights as part of the annual training schedule and not targeted at any country or region. U.S. media cited U.S. officials as saying that the “escort jets were used to collect radar information and conduct other surveillance on American allies such as Japan [and] the Chinese bombers stayed in international airspace.”\textsuperscript{156} This also marked the first time that mainstream Chinese media picked up Japanese MOD reporting on the flights, implicitly confirming the details provided.\textsuperscript{157} Of note, Taiwan was not actually mentioned by the PLAAF announcement, and some Chinese media coverage ignored the Taiwan angle. Taiwan and Japan both scrambled fighters in response.

Less than a month later, in December, two H-6K, one Tu-154, and one Y-8 flew first through the Miyako Strait and then back through the Bashi Channel, again circumnavigating Taiwan but in the opposite direction of the November flight.\textsuperscript{158} Two Su-30s flew with the group through the Miyako Strait but then turned around and did not continue around Taiwan through the Channel,
heading back through the Strait, according to Japanese MOD reporting.159 Another group of Su-30s met the formation south of Taiwan to escort them back through the Bashi Channel, according to Taiwanese reporting.160 The Japanese military scrambled F-15 fighters in response, and Taiwan dispatched a reconnaissance plane to monitor the Chinese planes.161 Taiwan government reporting suggests that the flight took roughly four hours.162 Again, PLAAF spokesperson Shen confirmed the flight only following foreign media reporting, but this time the PLAAF released photos on social media several days later providing further evidence of the flight.163 Although the photographs appeared to show the planes near Jade Mountain and Orchid Island, the Taiwan MND said that they did not pass through its ADIZ, and the spokesperson called the photographs “propaganda,” suggesting that they were not taken during the H-6K flights.164 Although Shen stated in his December 15 announcement that the PLAAF had conducted “distant sea training, a patrol (警巡) in the East China Sea, and a combat air patrol (战巡) in the South China Sea” in recent days, the South China Sea flight appears to have taken place roughly a week before the announcement (December 8).165 Moreover, Japanese MOD reporting suggests that the ADIZ “patrol” was more like the September 2016 flight than the November 2015 flight—the formation, including H-6Ks, generally took a direct route through the Miyako Strait, and no planes broke formation to fly closer to the main Japanese islands within the ADIZ. Shen had said in November that patrols through the ADIZ would continue.166

**Strategic Messaging**

These flights were touted as a significant marker of progress for PLAAF over-water capabilities. According to H-6K pilot Yang Yong, the flights have evolved through three phases: “single aircraft type flights going out to take a look, formations going out and flying around, and regularizing many aircraft types training beyond the [First] Island Chain.”167 Yang concluded that the two years of flights have made significant contributions for training with the hardware and exercising maritime air control. Du Wenlong asserted that training flights have transitioned from small numbers of aircraft and a few aircraft types to many aircraft of different types, and
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that the location of patrols and training has moved farther away from the coastline.\textsuperscript{168} He noted that the December 2016 flight had “almost 10 aircraft, including fighters, bombers, early warning aircraft and tankers,” which demonstrated that the “larger air combat system is already formed.” Taken together with the fact that training activities are becoming more frequent and attack capabilities are improving, this means that the PLAAF’s “combat capabilities are increasingly close to the strategic goals.” Echoing this, PLAAF expert Fu Qianshao said, “compared with the first patrols by the Air Force, recent ones featured more aircraft, longer ranges and participation from multiple theater commands.”\textsuperscript{169} Rear Admiral Yin Zhuo added that flying out and return through different routes was very challenging but showed that the PLAAF’s combat capabilities had improved and that the PLAAF was now prepared to fight in the East and South China Seas at the same time.\textsuperscript{170} Looking forward, Wang Ya’nan, editor of the PLAAF’s \textit{Aerospace Knowledge} magazine, projected that “the Air Force will send early warning, aerial refueling and electronic warfare planes to take part in future long-range operations.”\textsuperscript{171}

\textbf{Maritime Strike Training}

Beyond these long-range training flights for the H-6K and other aircraft, the PLAAF has also expanded maritime strike training in recent years for all coastal regions. For example, a Guangzhou MR H-6K unit practiced distant sea missile launches in September 2015.\textsuperscript{172} The unit flew “several thousand” kilometers from southern China over water to conduct “low-level flights to interdict ‘enemy’ sea defenses [and strike] long-distance targets” with multiple missiles. State-run media said that this “signifies that H-6K units already have the capability to launch precision strikes anywhere in Chinese territory under any weather conditions.”\textsuperscript{173}

The Nanjing MR conducted several over-water exercises in 2015. One Nanjing unit claimed that “most pilots’ above-the-sea ultra-low-altitude continuous flight time exceeded the higher range of time specified by the outline” and in exercises had practiced “accurately [firing] guided
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missiles when launching precision strikes [for] hitting mobile targets at sea.”\(^{174}\) In December, a Chengdu MR unit participated in maritime training over 1,000 km from its base, but no other details were provided.\(^{175}\)

In May 2015, a Shenyang MR unit conducted “combat-realistic” over-water training that “led to a five percentage improvement…in covert penetration, search and identification, and distant sea attack, and a ten percent improvement in live sea target hit rates.”\(^{176}\) This was part of the unit’s 2015 training emphasis on “building a routine ground and sea defense penetration and attack training system.” The unit also practiced for challenging weather that could “disorient” a pilot and pilots’ ability to perform “under complex electromagnetic environment,” the PLA’s description of electronic warfare (EW). Another training exercise by the same unit, apparently in June, practiced “radio silence to [conduct] low and very low-altitude covert penetration,” avoiding enemy anti-aircraft weapons, and “[conduct] point-target attacks on numerous targets in unfamiliar waters.” In December, another unit trained for “low altitude penetration evasion of anti-aircraft weapons” in radio silence.\(^{177}\)

The PLAAF continued maritime training across theater commands in 2016. Perhaps the most ambitious training exercise was in February 2016, when a group of 20 bombers, from either a single or a combination of TCs, conducted long-range penetration and assault training through four theater commands and covered over 10,000 km in 35 hours.\(^{178}\) The flights included “simulated bombings and missile attacks against multiple types of targets on land and at sea from daytime to nighttime.” The training was partly a test of a new task planning system, which “can be used for battlefield posture analysis and calculation, for precisely planning the use of weapons and ammunition, [and] for designing penetration and assault routes,” as well as to “provide whole-process information support for reconnaissance, control, striking, and effects assessment.” Reflecting the training’s effectiveness, the front page PLA Daily article stated, “In only two months after the system was put into use, a regiment of the division successfully achieved the


\(^{175}\) Xu Bianchun and Yang Chaoli, December 17, 2015.

\(^{176}\) Xue Xiaoling [薛小岭] and Chen Yi [陈益], “Combat-Realism Becomes Routine: Shenyang MRAF Aviation Brigade Enhances Training Quality of Over-Land and At-Sea Defense Penetration and Attacks” [“实战化进入常态化: 沈空航空兵某旅提升陆地海上突防突击训练质效”], Kongjun Bao, June 9, 2015, p. 2.

\(^{177}\) Xue Xiaoling [薛小岭], “Shenyang PLAAF Unit Conducts Flight Training” [“沈空航空兵某旅进行飞行训练”], China Military Online, December 15, 2015.

\(^{178}\) Wei Bing [魏兵] and Cao Chuanbiao [曹传彪], “Aviation Division of the Air Force Applies a Task Planning System to Realistic Combat Training According to Actual Missions, Precisely Linking Air Battle Training to the Actual Battlefield” [“空军航空兵某师运用任务规划系统推进实战化训练”], PLA Daily, February 18, 2016, p. 1.
result of delivering the most accurate attacks on targets at the longest range by breaking through multiple layers of interception under an extreme weather condition, as they applied the task planning system to adeptly plan the flight route.”

In April 2016, the Western TC participated in a foreign exercise, very likely “Shaheen V” with Pakistan, focused on “air defense and counteroffensive operations,” which included an over-water component. In July 2016, a Western TC aviation brigade conducted an “aerial surveillance patrol” and air combat training with an over-water component.

In May 2016, the Northern TC for the first time conducted a maritime penetration and assault exercise with all-female pilots, known as the Flying Leopards. The exercise included strikes on maritime targets:

During the exercise, to dodge the “enemy” air defense fire, female pilot Wai Xue adopted the form of ultra-low-altitude maneuvering to successfully evade the opponent’s radar search. Being supported by comrade-in-arms Gao Fuyu’s crew who staged a “feint,” she climbed up swiftly to launch attacks, moved overhead the target sea area, and sank the maritime “target” in one strike.

In July 2016, other units from the Northern TC conducted another maritime penetration and assault exercise, this time with dissimilar aircraft, which included strikes on maritime targets.

In July 2016, the Eastern TC conducted airborne refueling training over water, which was followed by some pilots conducting air combat training while others “flew their aircraft in formation to a certain sea area to carry out long-duration flight and long-distance combat warning patrol tasks at sea.”
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182 Yan Xinyu [严新字] and Yang Pan [杨盼], “Northern Theater Command Air Force Aviation Division Coordinates with Multiple Types of Military Aircraft in Defense Penetration and Assault Drills” [“北部战区空军航空兵某师: 协同多形战机演习突防突击”], Kongjun Bao, June 6, 2016, p. 1.

skills to improve aerial refueling capabilities allows us to shed the disadvantages of short distances, engage in air combat at even further distances, have even longer warning patrols, and extend combat power even further to distant seas.”

In August 2016, the Central TC conducted low-altitude distant sea maritime strike training that represented breakthroughs for the number of aircraft and length of the flight.\textsuperscript{184} According to media reporting, “after reaching the [unidentified] island for airdrops, they successfully accomplished the mock airdrop action, then climbed up for the return journey, and carried out accurate airdrops in kind over the target zone on land,” and one pilot noted that the most challenging aspect “was the low-altitude and ultra-low-altitude flight at distant sea for the first time.”

The Southern TC, the vanguard of the PLAAF’s maritime efforts, now includes all aviation units in maritime training. An October 2016 article described a maritime strike exercise in which “several airplanes of three generations, after in-flight refueling, rapidly shaped a combat formation, skimmed the rolling sea surface over a long distance at a low altitude, and then swooped directly toward the ‘enemy’ targets at sea.”\textsuperscript{185} Every year, the Southern TC has its pilots “practice low-altitude or ultra-low-altitude penetration in distant sea areas with tactical collaboration of multiple types of aircraft against unknown targets at sea and in the air against complex electromagnetic jamming according to the requirements of actual operations.” Clearly maritime strike training extends beyond the H-6K.

**Potential PLAAF Long-Distance Strike Targets**

As the recent training flights have demonstrated, the H-6K’s extended range compared with that of its predecessors enables the PLAAF to fly farther from China, expanding the list of potential targets for the PLA. One specific application of this extended range, which is often unreported in Chinese official statements and state-run media, is the H-6K’s strike capabilities against Guam. In its 2010 report on the Chinese military, DoD said, “the PLAAF is developing long-range versions of the B-6/BADGER bomber [now known as the H-6] that, when equipped with a long-range land-attack cruise missile, will enable strikes as far as the second island chain.”\textsuperscript{186} The 2016 report updated this to note that “the PLAAF also employs the new, fully


\textsuperscript{185} Fan Yishu [范以书], Zeng Ke [曾科], and Li Jianwen [李建文], “The Southern Theater Command Air Force Enhances Maritime Combat Capabilities According to the Requirements of Missions and Tasks by Extending the Sphere of Operations from Near Seas to Distant Seas” [“南部战区空军着眼使命任务提升海上作战能力: 跨越: 从近海到远海”], \textit{PLA Daily}, October 13, 2016, p. 4.

redesigned H-6K variant with new turbofan engines for extended range and the capability to carry six LACMs [which] gives the PLA a long-range standoff offensive air capability with precision-guided munitions capable of striking Guam.”

Citing foreign media in 2015, the state-run China Military Online said that the “H-6K bomber has a combat radius of 3,500 km. Plus the range of KD-20 LACM, it can cover the U.S. military bases in Northeast Asia and Guam,” a rare mention. Moreover, the 2013 edition of the Science of Military Strategy states a desire to be able to strike the Second Island Chain. According to a U.S. congressional report, “a senior Japanese military official” asserted that the November 2015 flight “was likely a simulated attack on Guam.”

However, the H-6Ks face some challenges for a potential attack against Guam. According to one report, “Due to range (fuel) limitations these bombers would not be able to fly low radar-evading flight paths on their way out past the first island chain. Only by flying high in less dense air could they hope to get close enough to launch their LACMs on Guam.” Moreover, they “would be easy targets for American, Japanese, and Taiwanese air defenders long before they could get within range of Guam,” as PLAAF fighters cannot fly that far to escort them.

The PLAAF may also be training for strikes against India. It should be noted that the PLAAF’s long-distance strike exercises have not been exclusively over water. In December 2015, a Guangzhou MR H-6K bomber unit flew to a “plateau target range” and practiced low-altitude penetration and long-range air-to-ground strikes. This was one of the units that overflew the Bashi Channel out to the First Island Chain in March and August 2015, highlighting the PLAAF’s interest in developing capabilities not just for a conflict over the Pacific but also in South or Central Asia, most likely against India.

Last, Australian experts have voiced concern over the H-6K threat now that the Chinese-built features in the South China Sea reportedly host runways long enough for the H-6K, along with
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aircraft hangars to shelter them.  

194 Australian media reported that Malcolm Davis of the Australian Strategic Policy Institute expressed concern over these developments, and Stephan Freuhling, a professor at Australian National University, said that “China’s trying to send a signal that, if Australia gets involved directly or indirectly in joint patrols in the South China Sea, Australia shouldn’t assume that its distance protects it” and future patrols off Western Australia “would be quite useful to send that signal.”


5. Joint Service Maritime Training

One central challenge in the PLAAF’s new emphasis on maritime operations is its ability to coordinate with the PLAN. According to one U.S. government analyst, “true joint interoperability remains largely a work in progress for the PLA” in general, and “the most glaring [training shortcoming] is the limited joint training the PLAAF conducts.”\(^{196}\) PLAAF-PLAN joint operations in a future conflict “would likely consist of the PLAAF providing coincident air cover for PLAN units, and their actions would be deconflicted with naval aviation by location and timing,” and “due to a lack of practiced interoperability, their efficiency will decline as they have to react to a dynamic environment and rapidly changing battlespace conditions.”\(^{197}\) Addressing these issues in the maritime domain by citing President Xi’s call to be able to fight and win wars by 2020, the *PLA Daily* called for the “building of a maritime combat operations system.”\(^{198}\) This included

[constructing] an information-firepower closed loop integrating reconnaissance, control, attack, and evaluation, fuse, connect, and integrate maritime attack measures which are scattered among the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force, and form up an inshore waters comprehensive management and control system which can monitor and control the situation at sea at all times and bring crises at sea under control promptly and which can respond quickly and integrate joint action.

Although this type of activity has become more routine in recent years in a number of mission areas, the PLAAF’s experimentation and training only recently has involved more robust operations with the PLAN. This effort to improve its joint operations capability with the PLA Navy Air Force is most notably in Sharp Sword-2015.

**Sharp Sword-2015**

The Sharp Sword-2015 exercise was held in November 2015 and involved “fighter jets, fighter bombers, bombers, airborne early warning and control systems, reconnaissance planes, and helicopters.”\(^{199}\) Although no specific location was provided, the exercise was organized by
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the Guangzhou MR, and photos in state-run media depict fighters over land features in an ocean, confirming that over-water training was part of the exercise.\(^{200}\) We identified these as Discovery Reef and Passu Keah in the Paracels in the South China Sea. PLAAF units from the Guangzhou MR and PLAN and PLAN Air Force units from the South Sea Fleet participated, involving J-10, J-11B, and H-6K aircraft, among others, and the focus was on system-of-systems confrontations and modern information warfare.\(^{201}\) Specifically, this included “surveillance and early warning, command and control, fire attack, information warfare, and comprehensive defense”; “acquiring, transmitting, and distribution of information to precision strikes, impact assessments, and second-wave attacks”; and “air-to-surface attack targeting at vessels on the sea or in the ports.”\(^{202}\) The exercise was intended to “allow various units to experience combat training in unfamiliar environments and prepare them for future wars.”\(^{203}\) It does not appear that a Sharp Sword exercise was held in 2016.

One military expert drew three highlights from the exercise: “three-dimensional offense and defense on the high seas”; “the air combat system has been improved to meet the needs of information warfare, especially the practical needs of maritime military struggle”; and last, H-6K “[cooperation] and [coordination] with many other types of tactical aircraft and support aircraft from the Navy and the Air Force in comprehensive trainings on the high seas.”\(^{204}\) This shows “the capability of the PLA Air Force in strategic strike, tactical support, cooperation and coordination on the high seas.” Another military commentator framed the exercises in terms of air superiority as the key for winning the naval battle, reflecting authoritative PLAAF writings: “With the support of the Air Force, the Navy will be able to seize air supremacy over a large area more easily in times of war. Seizing air supremacy is the first thing to do in any war. Only when one commands air supremacy, can its aircraft carrier, large-sized destroyers, and submarines give play to their tremendous capabilities to attack seaborne and ground targets.”\(^{205}\) Another military expert added that with its “long-range and accurate striking capacity, [the] H-6K is capable of destroying rival’s strategic targets on the land, thereby creating a favorable condition for the navy.”\(^{206}\)

\(^{200}\) Chinese military commentator Yin Zhuo also said that the training “mainly took place at sea.” See Qiu Yue, November 4, 2015; Ma Junqing [马俊卿], “Several Types of Air Force and Navy Fighters Participate in ‘Sharp Sword–2015’ Military Exercises” [“我空军海军多型战机参加‘利剑－2015’军实兵演习”], Xinhua, November 3, 2015.
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PLAAF Bomber Coordination with PLAN Ships

Suggesting some progress in PLAAF-PLAN joint operation efforts, PLAAF bombers practiced coordinating with PLAN ships sometime in the second half of 2015. A Guangzhou MR PLAAF division “organized two rounds of training along with the Army and the Navy, and changed their understanding of joint training. One time, the division researched offensive tactics along with a certain naval flotilla. With target information provided by the naval command ship, bombers over the sea had ‘sharp ears and keen eyes.'”

Another article likely discussing the same training exercise provided further detail:

In one session, together with a naval unit, they jointly practiced tactics of assaulting maritime targets. With target information provided by the naval force, the Air Force bombers were able to successfully carry out the assault mission. In another session, together with an Army brigade, they jointly practiced the obstacle clearing mission in a landing operation, and settled the difficult issue of causing secondary obstacles in the course of clearing up obstacles by means of joint fire strikes.

Expounding on the benefits of joint operations for long-distance bomber operations over water, an article in Kongjun Bao remarked, “Now, if bomber units keep their eyes looking outward, stay focused on combat requirements, leave conventional training behind, fly far out over the sea, move in the direction of jointness, and explore new ways of tri-service merged training,” they will be able to “carry out well and continually expand their missions and tasks.” Another article added that, “compared with battles on land, maritime air operations in the future will be joint operations under informatized conditions. Such combination of combat power is not the simple aggregation of multiple aircraft types and multiple arms of the Air Force and the Navy, but in-depth integration of their operation notions, power systems, and action patterns.”

By June 2016, joint training for the Eastern TC PLAAF had been “normalized” and “the air zone for training was expanded from airspace above land to airspace above the sea.” A May 2016 online joint training with the Army included PLAN hovercraft and PLAAF bombers, and when the Army red force leader requested fire support from two PLAAF bombers against enemy artillery, “the request was turned down by the exercise direction group. The reason was that the
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red force did not clearly provide the timing and directions for Air Force bombers’ entry into and withdrawal from the operation zone, and this made it impossible to carry out air and ground collaboration.” This suggests that as joint operations training increases, the standards for coordination among services will improve.

Other Domestic Joint Training

Another domestic joint exercise took place in September 2015 in the East China Sea. PLAAF units from the Nanjing MR, featuring Golden Helmet winners and “domestically produced third-generation aircraft,” and PLAN Air Force units from the East Sea Fleet using “imported third-generation aircraft,” practiced air confrontations. This was the first time the PLAAF and PLAN Air Force conducted joint free air combat exercises using different aircraft and followed the 2014 exercises, which were the first for PLAAF-PLAN Air Force free air combat in general. Specifically, they trained for combat under EW attacks, using different runways, “over-the-horizon attack,” and “medium-range interception” and included a PLAAF-organized “dogfight skill competition.” This was linked to “ongoing air battle drills between the Air Force and Navy as opposing forces.” Similar PLAAF-PLAN Air Force long-distance strike training appears to have taken place in April 2016, and PLAN Air Force pilots participated in Golden Helmet 2015, held over water.
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Joint Sea-2015 II

The two services also cooperated in Joint Sea-2015 II for nine days in August 2015, China’s largest naval exercise with Russia since the exercises began in 2012. The PLAAF sent two J-10s, two JH-7s, and one KJ-200 early warning aircraft to participate in “joint air-defense” and “joint [amphibious] landing.” The air-defense part included the KJ-200 providing “command and guidance” to the landing forces while the J-10s and JH-7s intercepted and drove away the opposition blue forces, a Russian Navy Pacific Fleet IL-38, and TU-142M aircraft. The amphibious part was centered on air-to-ground support against the shore, with the J-10s providing strike cover to the landing troops while the JH-7s bombed the landing approaches, supported by strikes from four Russian Su-25s. According to one Chinese military expert, this was the first time the PLAAF and PLAN conducted a joint exercise away from China, and it was PLAAF’s first time participating in Joint Sea with Russia. Joint service cooperation for future warfare is critical because “relying only on the PLA Navy, [China] will be unable to rule the seas and win a war.”

Chinese media coverage emphasized China-Russia mutual trust and cooperation, as well as some linkage of the amphibious landing training to China’s territorial disputes. One state-run article said, “Russia and China both have their own disputed islands, and these disputes are a factor in uncertainty in the peace and stability of the Western Pacific region. China and Russia’s ‘Joint Sea’ maritime exercise serves the need of safeguarding regional security and stability, and of course these things will be considered and reflected in the training topics and location.”

Although coverage was careful to point out that “the drill did not set up [an] imaginary enemy, and was not against any specific target,” this landing exercise would be applicable to future

---
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scenarios on Taiwan, the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands or the South China Sea, as the exercise was intended to “show the conviction and resolve of the two countries to jointly deal with maritime safety threats, and safeguard world maritime security hand in hand.”

While the PLAAF and PLAN Air Force may conduct more joint training as part of foreign exercises in the future, these will likely be limited to Russia in the near future for any significant demonstration of capabilities. While there was no coverage of specific skills or tactics the PLAAF could adopt from the Russian military, Zhang Zhaozhong, a PLA commentator, said, “we can have exchanges of data that go down to deep levels during operations, with reciprocal command during operations, these sorts of things.” He further noted that such deep cooperation was “impossible” with the United States and the West, as “they would not feel at ease in exchanging data with us, what their sonar sees, what their radar sees. Will they tell us what their radar sees, how far it can see, at what distance can they clearly see targets? It is not possible that they would transmit that data to us.”

It does not appear that the PLAAF participated in Joint Sea 2016, which was hosted by the PLAN South Sea Fleet and conducted in the South China Sea in September 2016.

PLAAF-PLAN Air Force Maritime Strike Mission Overlap

Although the PLAAF and PLAN Air Force both appear to have maritime strike missions, there appears to be little effort at higher levels of PLA leadership to disentangle these overlapping responsibilities. The 2016 DoD report on the PLA said that these “inter-service exercises and real-world operations…suggest that China is seeking to integrate future air operations. Integrating air power could allow China to enhance flexibility of strike and support aircraft in East China Sea, South China Sea, or Taiwan contingencies.” The joint exercises are intended to demonstrate the services’ progress toward these goals.
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6. Conclusion

Although the PLAAF’s leaders had recognized the importance of developing into a strategic air force since the early 2000s, if not sooner, President Xi’s call for improved PLA capabilities to safeguard China’s maritime security interests accelerated the PLAAF’s transition from homeland defense to regional maritime power projection. Recent PLAAF training reflects this shift. Its emphasis on long-distance patrols and long-distance strike missions out to the First Island Chain represents an unprecedented body of activity for the PLAAF. This activity also serves as an initial glimpse into what many PRC military and political leaders would like to see the PLAAF become—a force capable of projecting power over both the land and maritime domains. China’s expanding interests and the need to develop actual military capabilities drive these new imperatives. The PLAAF will have to expand its horizons if for no other reason than its need to maintain relevance in light of an evolving international security situation in which senior Chinese leaders perceive a steady increase in threat to PRC maritime claims. Accordingly, PRC decisionmakers will look to the PLAAF to enforce territorial claims, support strategic conventional deterrence, and, in the case of war, prosecute maritime strikes.

The recent long-distance flights into the Pacific and South China Sea mark a training progression toward increasingly frequent and complex flights and suggest that the PLAAF is transitioning from the experimental phase to regularizing these long-range power-projection activities as PLAAF capabilities mature. This report has highlighted a series of critical exercises and experimentation events designed to clarify and solve key operational questions. The process designed to tackle these problems is thorough, deliberate, and time-consuming. The solutions and subsequent operational concepts will not emerge overnight; however, eventually, these new ideas will crystalize and be regularized among PLAAF units and aircrews.

Currently we are unable to identify the specific components of these operational concepts. The PLAAF routinely has discussed its new concepts in system-of-systems terminology, implying the need for joint operations. Recent PLAAF-PLAN joint exercises and Sharp Sword-2015 suggest that any future concept will be embedded in a joint framework. Furthermore, the conclusion of a Sharp Sword exercise also suggests that additional exercises will follow and dive into the specific operational research problems identified during this key exercise series. We currently lack specifics on what these may be, but previous iterations have highlighted a robust follow-on effort to build on these initial findings.

The PLAAF’s inability to perform these over-water missions has detracted from its status as a strategic air force. Although there had been some debate in recent years about what this concept really meant, direction from Xi and other top PLA leaders has provided unprecedented clarity in at least one key area—maritime strike. The PLAAF’s success or failure at implementing these changes will bear directly on its future strategic relevance.
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